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The LIBOR Market Model has been widely implemented internationally but its implementation 
has lagged in South Africa. This is due to the very illiquid swaption volatility surface and the 
fact that forward starting swaps do not actively trade in South Africa. Without a liquid volatil-
ity surface, it becomes more difficult to calibrate the LIBOR Market Model and use it to price 
exotic products. Without forward starting swaps, it becomes difficult to hedge exotic interest 
rate options. 
The LIBOR Market Model is a modelling framework which uses the no-arbitrage pricing theory 
to work out prices of exotic interest rate options by using as inputs the quoted cap and swaption 
volatilities. Thus the main benefit of the LIBOR Market Model is that calibration is almost 
immediate as the calibration inputs are market observable which is not the case in short rate 
models. 
1.1 Subject 
This dissertation aims to provide an overview of the theory and application of the LIBOR Market 
Model in South African interest rate markets. It aims to touch on the most important points 
in implementing the model in a bank. Emphasis shall be placed on the underlying theory, 
different ways of calibrating the model, hedging of swaptions and caplets and the pricing of 
barrier swaptions. Barrier options are very popular in the more liquid South African equity 
setting and therefore it is proposed that barrier swaptions may enjoy similar popularity as the 
South African interest rate markets develop. 
1.2 Scope and Limitations 
The dissertation shall focus on at-the-money interest rate options - the volatility smile shall not 
be taken into account (Brigo and Mercurio [2006], Meister [2004]' Svoboda-Greenwood [2007] 
and Rebonato [2007] provide in depth discussions of various ways in which the smile can be 











1.3 Plan of Development 
The next chapter shall give an overview of the necessary tools and concepts in working with the 
LIBOR Market Model in the South African setting. The third chapter shall then look at the 
main approaches to the implementation of the LIBOR Market Model and establish the LIBOR 
Market Model theory. Given the theory, the fourth chapter shall look at the ways in which the 
LIBOR 1farket Model can be calibrated to market data. The fifth chapter provides a comparison 
of the calibration approaches by looking at how well each method allows the hedging of standard 
interest rate options on historical data. The sixth chapter shall look at the implementation of 
the LIBOR Market Model in pricing exotic barrier swaption contracts and also derive a closed 













This chapter aims to give an overview of the necessary tools and concepts in working with the 
LIBOR Market Model. A good reference for South African market practice is West [2007]. 
2.1 Market instruments 
Consider a set of dates T = {T_1,To,T1, ... ,Tn } where T-l = 0 and (\ = Ti - T i - 1. In this 
dissertation T will contain dates that are spaced approximately three months apart (the exact 
spacing will be determined according to the South African swap day schedule which will be 
explained below). 
The 'modified following' rule determines when n months is from today. West [2007] states that 
according to the modified following rule, n months from today is given by the following criteria: 
• It has to be in the month which is n months from the current month . 
• It should be the first business day on or after the date with the same day number as the 
current. But if this contradicts the above rule, we find the last business day of the correct 
month. 
Interest rate instruments are based on nominal amounts. Without loss of generality we will take 
the nominal amounts to be equal to one. 
Definition 2.1.1 A zero coupon bond is a contract that allows the holder to receive the nominal 
value of 1 at time T i . The value of the contract at time t is P(t, Ti). 
Definition 2.1.2 A forward rate agreement (FRA) is a contract between two parties which fixes 
an interest rate between To. and To.+l. One party agrees to pay a floating rate in exchange for a 
fixed rate at some point in the future. The fixed rate is determined at the outset of the contract 
such that the contract value is zero. All payments are based on a unit notional amount. The 
fair value of the fixed rate that will set the contract value to zero at time t (t < To.) is 
. 1 (P(t,To.) ) 
Fzxed = L(t, To.) = -, - P( T ) - 1 
uo.+ 1 t, 0.+1 











In South Africa, Forward Rate Agreements are settled in advance and the floating payment is 
based on three month JIBAR. This implies that, the fixed rate payer will receive 
Oo.+lL(To., To.) 
1 + 00.+1 L(To. , To.) 
at time Tn. The floating rate payer will receive 
at time Tn. The typical international practice is for the fixed rate payer to receive oo.+lL(To , To) 
at time To +1 and for the floating rate payer to receive oo+lL(t,Ta ) at time To+1. The FRA 
price under these two approaches is the same (all else equal). 
An n x m South African FRA which starts at time t, is an FRA with To = modfol(t, n) and 
Ta +1 = modfol(To , m - n). South African FRAs are generally based on quarterly forward 
periods. 3 x 6, 6 x g, g x 12 are typical FRAs in the South African setting. 
Definition 2.1.3 An interest rate swap is an agreement between two parties to exchange floating 
and fixed payments on a unit notional amount at To, ... , TfJ (the payment dates). The payments 
are determined at times T-1, ... , TfJ - 1 (the setting dates). The swap is entered into at t'[me T_ 1. 
At time Ti (i = 0, ... , (3) the floating rate payer pays OiL(Ti-1, Ti-d and the fixed rate payer pays 
OiS-1,fJ(T_d. S_l,fJ(T_d is the fixed rate that sets the swap value equal to zero at time T_ 1. 
where 
fJ 
GO,fJ(T-d = LOiP(T_1,Ti ). 
;=0 
1 - P(T-1' TfJ) 
GO,fJ(T-d 
In South Africa, payments in a swap agreement are made on a quarterly basis. Suppose that a 
South African swap (which is entered into at time t) has n payments. The payments will occur 
at modfol(t,3 x i) where (i = 1,2, ... , n). This is different from the FRA convention used to 
determine the payment dates. Thus, West [2007J notes that a South African swap is not a strip 
of South African FRAs. 
Definition 2.1.4 A forward starting interest rate swap is an agreement, at time t (t < Ta < 
TfJ), between two parties to enter into an interest rate swap at time To on a unit notional 
amount. The reset (or setting) dates of the swap are Ta, To+1" .. ,TfJ - 1. The payment dates are 
To +1, To+2 , ... ,TfJ . The floating rate payer pays 0i+1 x L(T;, T i ) at time Ti+1 (i = n, ... , (3 - 1). 
The fixed rate payer pays 0i+1 x Sa,fJ(t) at time Ti+1 (i = n, ... , (3 - 1). The value of the swap 














Go+ 1,(3(t) = L rSiP(t, Ti). 
i=o+l 
Consider the remarks on the swap definition (definition 2.l.3) and the remarks on the FRA def-
inition (definition 2.l.2). The payment dates of a series of quarterly FRAs will not be the same 
as the payment dates on swaps with quarterly payments. In other words, due to the application 
of the modified following rule not being the same in the case of the FRAs and swaps, the two 
instruments will refer to different T = {T -1, To, T1 , ... , Tn}. 
For example, on 15 August 2008, a one period swap will apply between 17 November 2008 and 
16 February 2009. The corresponding 3X6 FRA will apply between 17 November 2008 and 17 
February 2009. 
For the purposes of calibrating the LIBOR Market Model, it would be very useful if the payment 
dates of swaps and FRAs are the same. We therefore make the following assumption. 
Assumption 2.1.5 The payment and setting dates of the tradeable South African FRAs can be 
determined according to the South African swap day count convention. 
The assumption can be justified to the extent that the set of quarterly dates arising from the 
FRA day count convention is similar to the set of quarterly dates arising from the swap day 
count convention. We assume that the differences between the two sets of dates is negligible. 
One of the first useful consequences of this assumption is that we can now represent the forward 
starting swap rate as a strip of forward rates (and these forward rates underly tradable FRAs). 
This will prove to be very useful in calibrating the LIBOR Market Modell. Equation 2.1 can 
be manipulated into the following form: 
(3-1 





Go+1,(3(t) = L rSiP(t, T;). 
i=o+l 
Definition 2.1.6 A caplet is an option on the forward rate. The option is on a unit notional 
amount. An at-the-money caplet applying to the forward rate between time To and To+1' has 
the following payoff 
Payoff on caplet 
at time To. 
lproposition 4.2.1 relies on this assumption. 
rSo+1max(L(TQ , To) - L(T_1' To), 0) 











Remark 2.1. 7 In South Africa, caplets obey the FRA day schedule and are settled in advance 
(the caplet is settled at time Ta as a discounted value to the amount that would be received in an 
arrears settlement at time Ta+1). 
Definition 2.1.8 ConsiderT = {T-l' To, Tl, ... , Tn}. A cap is a series of options on the forward 
rate. The at-the-money cap consists of the following payoffs: 
Payoff on cap at time Ti+l = 8i+1max(L(Ti , T;) - So,n(T-d, 0) 
for i = 0, ... , n -1. The value of the cap is the sum of the set of option values with these payoffs. 
Remark 2.1.9 In South Africa, caps obey the swap day schedule and are settled in arrears. 
Remark 2.1.10 Since caps follow the swap day count convention and caplets follow the FRA 
day count convention, we cannot consider a cap as simply being the sum of caplets. Only after 
we invoke assumption 2.1.5 (we assume that the difference between a set of dates determined 
according to the swap day count convention and a set of dates determined according to the FRA 
day count convention is negligible) can we say that a cap is a sum of caplets. The fact that 
caplets are settled in advance and caps are settled in arrears has no impact on pricing. 
Definition 2.1.11 (Black's Formula for swaptions)A (payer) swaption has a payoff of 
Ga+1 ,;3(Ta ) x (Sa,;3(Ta ) - R)+ at time Ta. The volatility quoted in the market is v:!,;3(t). The 
value of the swaption at time t (t < Ta) is given by 




Ga+1,;3(t) = L 8i P(t, T;). 
;=a+l 
Definition 2.1.12 (Black's Formula for caplets)2 A caplet has apayoffof(L(Tk-l,Tk-d-
R)+ at time Tk . The volatility quoted in the market is vM(t). The value of this caplet at time t 
(t < n-d is given by 
Caplet t = pet, Tk ) (L(t, Tk_d<I>(d+) - R<I>(d_)) 
where 
Remark 2.1.13 Black's formula for swaptions is used as a tool for converting quoted volatilities 
into prices. The formulae can be justified without some of the crude assumptions that were made 
by Black when the formulae were first proposed. The justification shall be provided as part of the 
LIBOR Market Model theory covered in chapter three. 
2The formula is presented for a caplet which is settled in arrears. As noted above, the advance/arrears 











2.2 The modelling framework 
We consider the set of quarterly dates (determined according to the South African swap day 
schedule): T = {T_ I , To, T I , ... Ta, ... , T(3, ... , Tn}. 
This dissertation is concerned with the modelling of LIBOR forward rates (L( t, Tk )) and forward 
swap rates (Sa,(3(t)). These stochastic processes exist in a probability space (O,A,JP) with associ-
ated Brownian filtration Ft. The LIBOR forward dynamics shall be presented and manipulated 
in two ways: vector form and one dimensional form. 
2.2.1 LIB OR dynamics in vector form 
The vector form is the form which is most suited to the implementation of the LIBOR Market 
:Model. Once the parameters of the vector form is known, it is only necessary to generate inde-
pendent standard normal draws in order to simulate the set of LIBOR forward rates. Consider 
a set of m + 1 LIBOR forward rates. These can be modelled as 
+ 
or 
where W t is a d x 1 vector of independent Brownian motions and )..(t, Tk) is the (k + l)th row 
of the volatility matrix. This formulation can also be written more compactly as 
dL(t) = D[L(t)] [!:!:.(t)dt + ~(t)dWt ] (2.3) 
where D[L(t)] is a (m+l) x (m+l) diagonal matrix of LIB OR forward rates, !:!:.(t) is an (m+l) x 1 
vector and ~ ( t) is a (m + 1) x d volatility matrix. 
2.2.2 LIB OR dynamics in one dimensional form 
In this dissertation, we calibrate the LIBOR market model by parameterising the one dimensional 
form of the forward LIBOR dynamics. The one dimensional form of a set of forward rates is 
presented in terms of correlated Brownian motions: 











2.2.3 The relationship between the vector and the one dimensional forms 
The LIBOR Market Model is first calibrated to a data set. From this calibration, the LIBOR 
forward rate dynamics can be parameterised in terms of equation 2.4 (the one dimensional form). 
It was noted that it is more convenient to simulate under equation 2.3 (the multi dimensional 
form). It is therefore necessary to take the instantaneous correlation structure and instantaneous 
volatility structure of the one dimensional form and manipulate it into a parameterisation of 
the multi-dimensional form. Notice that 
1 POI PmO 
dBtdBT = POI 
1 
P(m-l)(m) 
P(m)(O) P(m)(m-l) 1 
Suppose that there is an (m + 1) x d matrix A such that: 
then 
(AdWt)(AdWt)T 
where I is the identity matrix. This implies that 





for k = 0, ... , m. Equation 2.5 is the link between the multi-dimensional form and one-dimensional 
form of the forward LIBOR dynamics. We can now specify equation 2.4 (the one dimensional) 
form as: 
(2.6) 
where W t is a d x 1 vector of independent standard Brownian motions and k = 0, ... , m. This 
is an extremely useful representation of the forward LIBOR dynamics for two reasons: 
• The output from the calibration of the LIBOR Market Model can easily be manipulated 
into a form which is appropriate for the simulation of LIBOR forward rates . 
• A can be formulated such that the number of columns in A is less than m + 1. This allows 
for computational efficiency. 
The key tool which drives the manipulation of the one-dimensional form into the multi dimen-
sional form is the decomposition of e into AA T. If A is an (m + 1) x (m + 1) matrix, then 















i = j =? Pij = 1 =? a(t, T;) = IIA(t, Tj)11 
and 
A(t, Ti ) . A(t, Tj ) 
i =f. j =? Pij = IIA(t, Ti)IIIIA(t, Tj)11 
for i = 0, ... ,m and j = 0, ... ,m. 
2.3 Changes of numeraire 
The change of numeraire technique is presented here as it is a key tool which will be used in 
the development of the LIBOR Market Model3 . Derivative pricing happens with respect to a 
certain numeraire or 'currency'. Appropriate numeraire choices may lead to a simplification of 
the pricing problem as demonstrated in Geman et al. [1995]. Consider first the asset dynamics 
with respect to the bank account as numeraire. 
PB(t) = rt Tu du eJo 
where P refers to any asset and r is the stochastic short rate. It is shown in section A.2 that in 
successfully finding a vector, "ft, such that I::,."ft = -(/L - r.) (and where Ak is the kth row of 1::,.), 
Girsanov's theorem (A.2.1) makes it possible to defi~ a new measure Q such that 
dP = D[P][~dt + I::,.dW~] 
and which therefore implies that pricing under the Q expectation leads to arbitrage free prices. 
It is now natural to ask how the asset dynamics change when the dynamics under other EMMs 
are considered. First, consider Pi(t) as the numeraire instead of the bank account. A measure 
Qi must be constructed such that it is equivalent to Q and such that it martingalizes the ratios 
~~gj. By Ito's lemma it can be shown that 
(!3Jl) d Pi(t) 
pj(t) 
Pi(t) 












Define Qi by 






Now, if we change from Qi to Qk then we must define Qk such that it martingalizes the ratios 
pj(t) i P](t) 
pk(t)· Under Q , Pk(t) follows 
dPj(t) 
Pk(t) 
(Ito Product rule) 
and these dynamics can be made driftless under a new measure, QTk, by defining QTk as ~%~~ = 
[; (JoT Ut . dW~) where Ut = Ak - Ai. Table 2.1 summarises the technicalities of changing 
measure. 
l\'Ieasure Change Girsanov Kernel 
lP to Q "It such that ~"It = (r - !.!.) 
Q to QTi A , 
QTi to QTk Ak - Ai 












LIBOR Market Model theory 
The LIBOR Market Model has its roots in the Heath Jarrow l'vIorton models that are concerned 
with the modelling of the instantaneous forward rates. The Brace, Gatarek, Musiela (BGM) 
model is actually a framework for parameterising an HJM model using market quoted cap and 
swaption volatilities. The later approaches developed by Jamshidian, Musiela and Rutkowski, 
abandon the idea of modelling the instantaneous forward rates in favour of the modelling of 
a finite set of LIBOR, non-instantaneous, forward rates. This innovation drastically simplifies 
the calibration of the LIBOR Market Model. This chapter shall give a brief overview of HJM 
models and then provide the essentials of the BGM, Musiela and Rutkowski's and Jamshidian's 
approaches to the modelling of forward rates. 
3.1 Heath Jarrow Morton Models 
HJM models provide a modelling framework for instantaneous forward rates of all maturities T 
(less than T*) under the risk neutral measure (ie the equivalent martingale measure associated 
with the bank account numeraire). This modelling framework is briefly introduced here as it is 
this class of models that gave rise to the original BGM model due to Brace et al. [1997]. The 
HJ1,I framework was proposed by Heath et al. [1992]. 
Instead of only modelling the short rate, the entire yield curve is modelled over time. Thus, for 
all t :S T ::; T*, the instantaneous forward rate is assumed to follow 
df(t, T) = o:(t, T)dt + a(t, T) . dWt 
where W t is a d dimensional Brownian motion under the real world probability measure IP. If 
bond prices are modelled as 
dP(t, T) = P(t, T) (m(t, T)dt + v(t, T) . dWd 

















A(t, T) = -iT a(t, s)ds and S(t, T) = -iT cr(t, s)ds. 
The intention is to model the instantaneous forward rate under the risk neutral measure. To 
do so, it should be noted that under the risk neutral measure, P(t, T)/ eft: f(u,u)du should be 
a martingale. This implies that the drift of P(t, T)/e h: f(u,u)du under <Q should be zero. By 
applying Ito's lemma, it can be shown that 
d( P(t,T) ) 
ef~ f(u,u)du 
;(t, T) ((A(t, T) + ~IIS(t, T)11 2 - S(t, T)"(t)) dt + S(t, T)dW~) 
f(u,u)du 2 e 0 
where the Girsanov kernel used to effect this change of measure is ).,(t). Under this change of 
measure, the drift must be zero so that 
a(t, T) = cr(t, T) iT cr(t, u)du + cr(t, T).,(t). 
Now, if the interest rate model was presented under the risk neutral measure from the outset, 
then ).,(t) = 0 so that 
a(t, T) = cr(t, T) iT cr(t, u)du 
and this equality is known as the HJM drift condition. Thus, by specifying and parameterising 
the volatility function cr(t, T) or S(t, T), the stochastic dynamics of the instantaneous forward 
rate would be completely specified. The volatility surface must now be parameterised such that 
it is consistent with the cap and swaption volatilities quoted in the market. This is where the 
BGM framework delivers a contribution. However, first the Black formulae shall be revisited. 
3.2 Revisiting the Black formulae 
Black's formulae were stated in chapter two. These formulae can be justified by making suitable 
numeraire changes. A lemma shall first be presented which aids us in justifying the Black 
formulae. 
Lemma 3.2.1 If X is a lognormal random variable such that In X", N (/1,82) (8 is the standard 
deviation), then 
where 













Proposition 3.2.2 If the LIBOR forward rate is modelled by 
where >"(t, Tn) is a deterministic 1 x d function and W~Tn+l is a d x 1 vector of independent 
standard Brownian motions under measure QTn+l, then the value of a caplet with a notional of 




CAPLETt on+1[L(t, Tn)<I>(dd - R<I>(d2)] 
log (~) + v~(t)([n-tl 
vn(t)y'Tn - t 
d1 - vn(t)JTn - t 
2 1 (Tn 2 
vn(t) = (Tn _ t) Jt 11>"(u, Tn) II duo 
Under the risk neutral measure, the caplet value is 
where, ru is the stochastic short rate. Now, change the measure to the EMM associated with 
the numeraire P(t, Tn+d. Thus, 
CAPLETt P(t, Tn+ dlE<Q






[on+1(L(Tn, Tn) - R))+IFtJ. 
But, under QTn+l, L(t, Tn) is a martingale and thus, 
Since >"(t, Tn) is assumed to be deterministic 
dL( 'T') - L(t 'T' ) r A(t,Tnl·dW~T"+l_~ r JIA(u,TnlI12du S,.1 n - ,.1net t 
and therefore 











Remark 3.2.3 Notice how the change of numeraire technique has played a crucial role. It has 
allowed a reduction in the dimension of the problem which has allowed the price to be represented 
as the expectation of one random variable instead of two. 
Proposition 3.2.4 Consider a swaption which has reset dates Ta, Ta+1, ... , T{3-1 (t < To), pay-
ment dates of Ta+1,Ta+2, ... ,T{3, a strike rate of R and in which the swap rate, Sa,{3(t), has 
dynamics 
dSa,{3(t) = A (t). dWQGO+1,(J 
S (t) a,{3 t a,{3 
QGo+1,B 
where Aa,{3(t) is a 1 x d vector of deterministic functions and W t is a d x 1 vector of 





log (¥) + V;,§(t);To-t) 
va,{3(t)v'Ta - t 
d1 - Va,{3(t)VTa - t 
(3 
L rS;P( t, 1;) 
P(t, Ta) - P(t, T(3) 
Ga+1,{3(t) 
The proof is very similar to the proof for Black's formula for caplets. In the risk neutral valuation 
formula, the swaption payoff value at time Ta is considered. The measure change is now from 
<Q (the EMM associated with the bank account) to the equivalent martingale measure <QG,,+l,(J 
(the EMM associated with the annuity factor G a +1,{3(t)). 
Remark 3.2.5 Black's formulae for swaptions and caplets are mutually incompatible. The basic 
reason for this is that the swap rate can be expressed as the weighted sum of forward rates (see 











to be lognormal, then the swap rate is the weighted sum of lognormal random variables. The 
sum of lognormal random variables is not lognormal. Hence, Black's formulae for swaptions 
and Black's formulae for caplets are incompatible. The LIBOR Market Models allows for the 
recovery of Black's formulae for caplets whereas the Swap Market Model allows for the recovery 
of Black's formula for swaptions. The two modelling frameworks are therefore incompatible. The 
rest of this chapter is concerned with the LIBOR Market Model. In chapter 6, a closed form 
approximation to a barrier swaption price is derived and this is, more correctly, termed as being 
in the Swap Market Model framework. 
3.3 The Brace Gatarek Musiela model 
Brace et al. [1997] cast their model within the HJM framework and therefore work under the 
risk neutral measure (as opposed to the spot or terminal measures that which will be introduced 
later). Thus, instead of having a discrete set of tenor dates, they model all instantaneous forward 
rates between 0 and T*. The dynamics of the instantaneous forward rates (or, equivalently, the 
zero coupon bond prices) are determined in terms of market observables such as caplet and 
swaption volatilities. Thus the basic plan is to: 
l. Determine the driftless dynamics ofthe LIBOR forward rate in terms of bond price volatil-
ities and use this to determine an expression for the bond volatilities. 
2. Use the HJM drift conditions to completely specify a model for the instantaneous forward 
rate or the bond prices under the risk neutral measure. 
The BGM model provides a framework for parameterising an HJM model. Firstly note that 
( 1 (P(t, T
i - 1 ) ) 
L t, T i - 1 ) = ~ P(t, T;) - 1 . 
Since L( t, Ti-d is a martingale under tqT., the martingale representation theorem (theorem 
A.2.2) can be invoked to show that for some pre-visible process >'(t, Ti-d, 
Under the assumption that >.( t, Ti - l ) is deterministic, this implies a lognormal model for the 
forward LIBOR rate and therefore that the Black formulae hold. Secondly, note that 
dL(t,Ti_d = ~d (P(t, Ti - l ) _ 1) 
6i P(t,Ti ) 
~d (P(t, Ti-d) 
6i P(t,Ti ) 
IP(t,Ti - 1 ) IQT j 
6i P(t, T
i
) (S(t, Ti-d - S(t, Ti )) . dWt 











Now relate the two expressions for dL(t, Ti-d to see that 
S(t, Ti-d - S(t, Ii) = 
).(t, Ii-dL(t, Ii-d 
1 + 6;L(t, Ti - 1 ) . 
The following crucial assumption is now made 
S(t, Ii) = 0 for 0::; Ti - t ::; 6i 
or if T = inf{n : Tn ~ t} then S(t, Tr) = O. The assumption being made is that zero coupon 
bonds that are sufficiently close to maturity have zero volatility. To a certain extent this as-
sumption may be plausible as one would expect a reduction in volatility as the bonds converge 
to their known redemption value. This assumption allows S(t, Ii) to be written as 
S(t,Ti) -(S(t,Ii-d - S(t, Ti )) - (S(t, Ti - 2 ) - S(t, Ii-d) 
i-I 
- I)S(t, Tk) - S(t, Tk+d) 
The structure of A will be specified by choosing an instantaneous volatility function and then 
fitting the chosen function to the available caplet volatility data by making use of 
where v!:1 (t) is the market quoted volatility for a caplet expiring at time Tn. Thus, the formula 
for S(t, T) can be fully specified in terms of the approximate A function. The risk neutral 
dynamics of f(t, T) is therefore 
d'f(t, T) = S(t T) as(t, T) dt _ as(t, T) dW~ 
'aT aT t 
and has been calibrated to the available caplet volatilities. 
3.4 Forward LIBOR dynamics under the terminal measure 
The lognormal specification of the simple forward rates have allowed prices to be derived for 
caplets and swaptions. A natural question to ask is therefore how to price other interest rate 
derivatives using a model that can be calibrated to the available volatility quotes. The BGM 
approach of the last section really required volatilities for every maturity between 0 and T* so as 
to determine a volatility function for the instantaneous forward rate. The approaches presented 
in this and the next section shows how modelling under measures other than the risk neutral 
measure allows the model to overcome the large input data requirement. This section presents 











- which is in the vein of the derivation given by Musiela and Rutkowski [1997]. We consider a 
tenor structure 
where 5j = Tj - Tj - 1. The objective is to construct a series of measures (QTj , QTJ+2, ... , QT,_!) 
relative to a measure QTi such that L(t,Tk) is a martingale under QTk+! (k = j -l,j ... ,i -1). 
Having constructed these measures in this way, we would have defined the measure changes (or 
equivalently, the Girsanov kernels of the measure changes). Since we know the Girsanov kernels, 
we can therefore determine the dynamics of L(t, Tj-d, L(t, Tj+I), ... , L(t, Ii-I) under QTi . This 




P(t, Tk)/ P(t, Tn+2 ) 
P(t, Tn+d/ P(t, Tn+2 ) 
Un +1 (t, Tk ) 
Now, Un+1(t,Tk) and L(t,Tn+1) are martingales under QTn+2. The following lemma shall now 
be used. 
Lemma 3.4.1 If dXt = atdWt and dyt = ,8tdWt and define Dt = H~yt then 
Proof 
The proof follows by a direct application of Ito's lemma. 
Therefore, 
Now, we need to define QT,,+! relative to QT"+2 such that Un(t, Tk) is a martingale under QTn+!. 
Thus, let the Radon-Nikodym derivative 











Girsanov's theorem then shows that 
W <QTn+l _ W<Q
Tn+2 -lot I5n+2L(u, Tn+1 ) \( T )d 
t - t /\ U, n+l U. 
o 1 + I5n+2l(u, Tn+d 
Thus, the drift coefficient of dUn(t, Tk) collapses to zero and hence it is a local martingale. As 
a corollary to the above development, it can be seen that 
d<QTn+2 _ _ I5n+2L( t, Tn+1 ) \( T ) 
T - /\ t, n+l . 
d<Q n+l 1 + I5n+2L(t, Tn+d 
Thus, we have the following rules for changing between adjacent measures: 
Radon-Nikodym derivative Girsanov kernel 
~ d~k 
OkL(t,Tk-tl A(t T ) 
l+6k l(t,Tk_l) ,k-l 
~ d k 
- 0k+1L(t,Tk)) A(t T ) 
l+Ok+ll(t,Tk) ,k 
Consider now L(t, Tk-d which is a martingale under <QTk. If the volatility coefficient is deter-
ministic, then this implies that Black's formula for caplets is recoverable from this modelling 
framework. 
Suppose i < k, then 
dL(t, Tk-d 
L(t, Tk-d 
Now, suppose i > k, then 
dL(t, Tk-d 











3.5 The spot measure 
This approach is an alternative perspective on the modelling of forward LIBOR rates and is 
due to lamshidian [1997]. This is the approach that will be used in chapter 6 to price barrier 
swaptions under the LIBOR Market Model. Instead of considering the dynamics of forward 
LIBOR under the EMM associated with a zero coupon bond (as was done in the previous 
section), the EMM associated with a rolling cd (rolling certificate of deposit) bond is considered. 
The rolling cd bond is an initial investment of one in the zero coupon bond with maturity equal 
to the next tenor date. Upon reaching each subsequent tenor date, the amount redeemed is 
immediately reinvested in the zero coupon bond associated with the next tenor date. Thus, let 
m(t) = inf{n: Tn > t} 
and 
N(t) 
m(t)-l ( ) 
II 1 + Ok
L T k- 1, T k- 1 P( T ) 
P(T T) t, m(t) 
k=O m(t)-l, m(t) 
m(t) 
II (1 + OkL(Tk- 1, Tk-d)P(t, Tm(t)). 
k=O 
Notice that N(t) is in the form of (number of bonds purchased at time Tm(t)_l)x(value ofTm(t) 
bond at time t). Consider the following lemma which shall be used in the derivation which is to 
follow. 
Lemma 3.5.1 Suppose that R = ll~~~(t) (1+<5k+l1L(t,T
k
)) = ll~~~(t) Dk is a martingale under a 
measure QS, then 
Proof 
Since R is a martingale under QS, it must be driftless under this measure (ie no dt terms under 
this measure). The lemma now follows from repeated use of Ito's formula. 
dR = d ( IT Dk) minus dt terms 
k=m(t) 
(dDi-d IT Dk + Di-1d ( IT Dk) minus dt terms 
k=m(t) k=m(t) 
(dDi-d IT Dk + D i- 1(dDi- 2 ) IT Dk + D i- 1D i- 2d ( IT Dk) minus dt terms 
k=m(t) k=m(t) k=m(t) 
i-2 i-3 












R R R R 
--dDi - 1 + -D dD i -2 + --dDi - 3 + ... + -D dDm(t) minus dt terms 
D i - 1 i-2 D i - 3 m(t) 
i-I R 
L DdDk minus dt terms 
k=m(t) k 
Now, by Ito's formula 
and thus 
Now, notice that L(t, Tk_l)P~(~k) and P~(~k) are both martingales under the spot measure QS. 
It is clear that P~(~k) is the ratio of a tradeable to the numeraire tradeable and that 
The above expression is the ratio of a portfolio of bonds to the numeraire asset. The bond 
portfolio consists of a long position (with notional of lk) in the Tk-l maturity bond and a 
short position in the Tk maturity bond (with notional of t). Now, first consider P~(~kl. This 
expression can be split into an Ft measurable (non-random) part and an Ft non-measurable 
(random) part. 












Now, by Ito's formula 
( 
P(t,Tk)) 
d L(t, Tk-d N(t) (
P(t,Tk)) 
L(t, Tk-dd N(t) 
P(t, Tk ) 
+ N(t) dL(t, Tk-d 
(
P(t,Td) + d (L(t, Tk-d) d N(t) 
aX 
krr-1 L(t, Tk-d s=m(t) (1 + 6s+1L(t, Ts)) 
( 
( T ) - A( T ) ~ 6s+1A(t, Ts)L(t, Ts)) d x f1 t, k-1 t, k-1 L 1 6 L( T) t 
s=m(t) + s+l t, s 
+ dw<Qf terms. 
As (L(t, Tk-d P~(~k)) is driftless under QS, the drift term must be zero and thus, 
( 
'T' ) = A( 'T' ) ~ 6s+1A(t, Ts)L(t, Ts) 
f1 t,.Lk-1 t,.Lk-1 L 6 L( T) . 
s=m(t) 1 + s+l t, s 















The purpose of this chapter is to describe ways of calibrating the LIBOR Market Model and to 
explain which of these methods is most suited to the South African setting. 
Section 2.2 pointed out that the calibration of the LIBOR Market Model involves parameterisa-
tion of the one dimensional form of the LIBOR forward rate dynamics. This equation is restated 
below. 
0,1, ... , m (4.1 ) 
where dBfdBf = Pijdt (i,j = 0,1, ... , m). 
Thus, in terms of equation 4.1, calibration of the LIBOR Market Model assigns values to the 
instantaneous volatility structure, cr(t, Tk ) (k = 0,1, ... , m), and the instantaneous correlation 
structure (the matrix of Pij'S (i,j = O,l, ... ,m)). 
The process of calibrating the LIBOR Market Model is summarised below. 
• Determine a formulaic structure for the instantaneous volatility and instantaneous corre-
lation functions. The structure will typically have an economic foundation. 
• Obtain the market data to which the LIBOR Market Model will be calibrated. 
• Use a formula to obtain a theoretical expression of the data in terms of the instantaneous 
correlation and instantaneous volatility functions. This formula is the link between the 
data and the instantaneous correlation and instantaneous volatility functions. 
• Choose the parameters of the instantaneous volatility and instantaneous correlation func-
tions such that the distance (in some sense) between the market data and the formulaic 
link to the market data is minimised. 
The second point in the list above refers to 'market data'. Market data refers to quoted swaption 
volatilities and observed market forward rates. Section 4.1 will describe the form of the South 
African market data to which calibration takes place. Section 4.1 will also define the swaption 











LIBOR Market Model. 
Section 4.2 is central to this chapter as it explains how the entries in the swaption volatility 
matrix can be represented in terms of the instantaneous volatility and correlation structures of 
equation 2.4. This is the theoretical link referred to above and will take the form of a formula 
which will often be referred to as Rebonato's formula (proposition 4.2.1). 
The first point in the list refers to the structure of instantaneous volatilities and correlations. 
The method of calibrating the LIBOR Market Model refers (in part) to the choice of formulaic 
structure for the instantaneous volatilities and correlations. Section 4.6 presents a number of 
ways of formulating the instantaneous correlation and instantaneous volatility structures. Re-
bonato's formula (proposition 4.2.1) is expressed in terms of each of these formulations. 
This chapter will demonstrate the process of calibrating the various volatility and correlation 
structures to South African market data. All calibrations use the South African swaption volatil-
ity matrix and South African yield curve of 2 May 2007. The next section will describe how the 
data of 2 May 2007 has been manipulated in order to arrive at the calibration data input. 
4.1 Data 
Yield curve data and swaption volatility data are required in order to undertake a calibration 
of the LIBOR Market Model. The yield curve data has to be manipulated by two interlinked 
processes: bootstrapping and interpolation. 
4.1.1 Bootstrapping and interpolation 
Bootstrapping and interpolation of yield curves is an extensive area of research. This section 
will summarise the requirements of bootstrapping and interpolation procedures. This section 
will also present the method in which the South African yield curve data has been manipulated 
in this project. 
Consider again the set of quarterly maturities determined according to the South African swap 
day schedule: T = (T-l' To, T1 , ... , T(3). Suppose that we have swap rates for each of these 
maturities (we have S_l,o(T-d, 5_1,1 (T-d, ... , S_l,{3(T_d). We are able to back out the discount 
factors that apply to these maturities by using the following equation recursively: 
P(T-l' T-d - L~l oi P (T_ 1 , Ti ) 
1 + OiS-l,n 
1 - L~~l OiP(t, Ti ) 
1 + OiS-l,n 
The NACC spot rate (rT" (t)) and NACA (RT,,(t)) spot rates can be backed out from this set of 













The schedule of these rates versus their maturity is known as the term structure of interest rates. 
In practice we encounter two problems: 
• Swap rates are not available at every quarterly maturity. 
• FRAs do not follow the same day schedule as the swaps. This complicates the procedure 
when the calibration happens to swap rates and forward rates. 
Suppose that we have a set of swaps that do not expire at every quarterly maturity. (T-I' To, TI, ... , Tf3-d 
represents the setting dates of the available swaps. Tp = (To, T1 , ... , Tf3) represents the payment 
dates of the available swaps (Tp represents every quarterly date up to and including Tf3). Also 
suppose that C = (Go, GI , ... , Gm ) is a subset of Tp and that it represents the quoted maturities 
of the swaps that are available now. Hagan and West [2006] describes the following iterative 
procedure to deal with the holes in the swap term structure: 
• For each of the quoted expiries in C we guess spot rates (rco(T-d, rCI (T-d, ... , rCm (T-d). 
• We interpolate between these rates to find spot rates for all points in Tp. 
• \Ve now use the equation 
to find new estimates of the spot rates in C. 
Hagan and West [2006] states that convergence using this procedure is fast over the entire yield 
curve. 
Thus, the bootstrapping and interpolation procedures are inextricably linked since the bootstrap 
proceeds with incomplete information and this information is completed by the interpolation 
procedure (Hagan and West [2008]). 
Hagan and West [2006] specifies the desirable features of bootstrapping and interpolation pro-
cedures. These are summarised below: 
1. The curve construction procedure should be rapid and with a small degree of error. 
2. The instantaneous forward rates should be continuous and positive. 
3. The interpolation method should be local - changes in the inputs in one location do not 
affect the value of the curve at other locations. 
4. Stability of forward rates - changes in the forward rates are proportionate to changes in 











5. The hedges constructed for a particular interest rate derivative should be reasonable and 
stable when the bootstrapped curve is perturbed. 
Hagan and West [2006] and Hagan and West [2008] scrutinises a number of methods using these 
criteria. 'Linear' interpolation methods such as 
• linear interpolation on continuously compounded rates; 
• linear interpolation on continuously compounded log rates; 
• linear interpolation on discount factors; 
• linear interpolation on the log of the discount factors and 
• piecewise linear forward 
are generally deemed unsuitable. The first and second methods are rejected as they lead to 
jumps in the instantaneous forward rates and also the possibility of negative instantaneous 
forward rates (arbitrage). The third method is rejected due to instantaneous forward rates ex-
hibiting jump behaviour. The second last method corresponds to an interpolation method in 
which forward rates are modelled as being piecewise constant. Continuity of the instantaneous 
forward rates is a problem here as well. The last method attempts to remedy the defect in the 
second last method by imposing a piecewise linear form between forward rates. This method is 
rejected as it leads to implausible yield curve structures and due to the method not being very 
local. Of the 'linear' interpolation methods, the linear interpolation on the log of the discount 
factors is the most attractive. 
The quadratic spline interpolation on rates is rejected as it leads to similar behaviour of the 
yield curve as in piecewise linear forward method. The cubic spline and the quartic spline inter-
polation methods are also surveyed but are rejected due to the oscillatory behaviour that may 
be observed in the resulting yield curve and also due to poor performance under the 'localness' 
requirement. 
Hagan and West [2006] and Hagan and West [2008] introduce the monotone convex method 
for interpolation and show that this method performs well under all of the listed requirements. 
VBA code for this method is provided on the second author's website l . 
4.1.2 Obtaining the term structure 
Yield Curve Data was obtained in the form of BEASSA stripped zero coupon bond curves. The 
yield curves were obtained by applying the BEASSA stripping algorithm to South African swap 
market data. The second column of table 4.1 shows the zero-coupon discount rates quoted as 
semi-annually compounded rates 2. The Nominal Annual Compounded Annually (N ACA) 
and Nominal Annual Compounded Continuously (N ACC) rates were obtained by convert-
ing the Nominal Annual Compounded Semi-Annually (N ACS) rate as follows: N ACArate = 
(1 + (NACSrate)/2)2 and NACCrate = In(l + NACArate). The BEASSA yield curves were 
Ihttp://wyw.finmod.co.za/monotoneconvex.xls 
2The yield curve data (in a semi annual format) was obtained from Old Mutual's Asset Liability Management 











obtained for every business day from 16 January 2006 to 23 September 2008. 
Time To Maturity (Days) NACS Rate NACA Rate NACC Rate 
1 8.7556% 8.9472% 8.5693% 
92 9.3131% 9.5299% 9.1028% 
184 9.3550% 9.5738% 9.1428% 
278 9.3465% 9.5649% 9.1347% 
366 9.3237% 9.5410% 9.1129% 
460 9.2790% 9.4942% 9.0702% 
551 9.2260% 9.4388% 9.0195% 
642 9.1668% 9.3768% 8.9629% 
733 9.1049% 9.3121% 8.9037% 
1097 8.8559% 9.0520% 8.6655% 
1462 8.6627% 8.8504% 8.4804% 
1827 8.5299% 8.7118% 8.3530% 
2192 8.4222% 8.5996% 8.2497% 
2557 8.3330% 8.5066% 8.1641 % 
2924 8.2536% 8.4239% 8.0879% 
3289 8.1932% 8.3610% 8.0298% 
3653 8.1370% 8.3025% 7.9758% 
4383 7.9763% 8.1353% 7.8213% 
5479 7.8114% 7.9639% 7.6627% 
7306 7.3561% 7.4913% 7.2240% 
10960 6.7783% 6.8932% 6.6660% 
Table 4.1: The BEASSA yield curve on 2 May 2007. Similar yield curves were obtained for 
every business day from 16 January 2006 to 23 September 2008. 
In Chapter 5, daily hedging will take place. It is necessary to have stripped rates based on a 
much finer 'day-mesh' than the twenty one dates presented in table 4.1. 
The Monotone Convex method is used to perform interpolation between the first fourteen rates 
in table 4.1. The code provided by the second author in Hagan and West [2006] and Hagan and 
\Vest [2008] is used to perform the monotone convex interpolation. The interpolated curve will 
be referred to as the HMC (hybrid monotone convex) curve. 
The immediate criticism of this approach is that the interpolation has been separated from the 
bootstrapping procedure. The monotone convex code is intended to be used in the iterative pro-
cedure described in section 4.1.1, but here it is used to interpolate between rates that have been 
stripped using the BEASSA stripping procedure. The monotone convex interpolation method 
has been superimposed on the results of a BEASSA stripping algorithm. It is almost certain 
that some traded instruments which depend on rates which are not the product of the BEASSA 
stripping algorithm, will be mispriced under the HMC curve. 
For example, suppose that we attempt to price a four year swap under the interpolated yield 











mined by rates that have been interpolated (using the monotone convex method) between the 
two and three year rate and the three and four year rate. It is almost certain that these rates 
will not be the same as that given by the BEASSA stripping/interpolation method. Thus, the 
practice of superimposing the monotone convex method on the results of a BEASSA stripping 
algorithm leads to a mispricing of the four year swap. 
However, the HMC curve has advantages that will suite our purposes: 
• The curve is theoretically arbitrage free in that instantaneous forward rates are always 
positive3 . 
• The HMC will price the instruments dependent on the first eight quarters in an arbitrage 
free manner as these rates were inputs into the HMC interpolation. 
Chapter 5 will make extensive use of the HMC. It is noted that the HMC approach has flaws. 
But, these flaws are countered, to a degree, by the advantages that have been highlighted above. 
Given the data set as presented in table 4.1, the HMC approach was deemed the best approach 
with which to continue. 
4.1.3 The swaption volatility matrix 
The swaption volatility matrix is the key input into a calibration of the LIBOR 11arket Model. 
Table 4.2 gives an example of the structure of a typical swaption volatility matrix. This is 
the form of the swaption volatility matrix that appears in most textbooks. West [2009] (p 39) 
provides an example of a South African swaption volatility matrix - this matrix is the transpose 
of the format shown in table 4.2. 
Swap Length 
First Setting Date 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 l.25 l.5 l.75 2 
0.25 X X X X X X X X 
0.5 X X X X X X X X 
0.75 X X X X X X X X 
1 X X X X X X X X 
1.25 X X X X X X X X 
l.5 X X X X X X X X 
l.75 X X X X X X X X 
2 X X X X X X X X 
Table 4.2: The structure of a typical at-the-money swaption volatility matrix. 
The entry corresponding to a first setting date of 1.5 years and a swap length of 2 years is the 
volatility of the swap rate with its first setting date being in l.5 years time and with quar-
terly payments after that until 3.5 years from now. Thus, the rows of the matrix correspond 
to option maturities and the columns correspond to forward tenors (in terms of the notation 
3For each of the BEASSA curves from 16 January 2006 to 23 September 2008, the HMC was calculated. Each 
HMC was calculated such that it gave values for every day up until a maturity of 2557 days. It was confirmed 











of definition 2.1.4, the rows correspond to TQ and the columns correspond to T(3 - Tn and not T(3). 
The first column of the matrix represents the volatilities of the one period swap rates. Ignoring 
day count differences between FRAs and swaps (assumption 2.1.5), the first column will repre-
sent the caplet volatilities. 
In all the subsequent sections, the notation v~:(3( t) shall be used to describe entries in the swap-
tion volatility matrix - the volatility of the quarterly swap rate with first setting date at Tn and 
final payment date at time T(3. 
In the South African setting there are two issues to deal with in order to obtain a swaption 
volatility matrix. 
• The volatility matrix is very sparsely populated. 
• Caplet volatilities are not quoted and have to be inferred from cap volatilities. 
The second issue will be addressed first. 
4.1.4 Stripping caplet volatilities 
In order to strip the caplet volatilities it is necessary to view the cap as a sum of caplets. Remark 
2.1.10 explained how this is possible in the South African setting. 
Consider again the tenor structure T = (T_ 1, To, T1, ... , Tn) (quarterly dates are determined 
according to assumption 2.1.5) and define the following: 
• v~aplet is the spot volatility of a forward rate between Ti and Ti+1. 
• v~~: is the fiat 4 volatility of a forward rates between Ti and Ti+1 for i = 0, ... , k - 1. 
The inputs into the stripping process are the at-the-money cap volatilities. The value of the cap 
with caplet setting dates at times To, .... , Tn- 1 is 
n-l 
Cap(t, SO,n(t), v~ap) = L Caplet(t, L(t, Ti), SO,n(t), v~ap) 
i=O 
so that caplet i is evaluated at a strike of SO,n(t), a spot forward rate of L(t, T;) and a volatility 
of v;ap. 
Now, suppose that volatilities (v~ap) are available for k = 0,1,2, ... , n - 1. Since we are not 
pricing the volatility skew, this allows us to back out the spot volatilities. We effectively have a 
system of n equations and n unknowns. 
Cap(t, SO.l (t), v~~n Caplet(t, L(t, To), SO,l (t), v~aplet) 
Cap( t, SO.2( t), v~~n 
Cap(t, SO.n-1 (t), v~~L1) 
Cap(t, SO,n(t), v~~:) 
Caplet( t, L( t, To), SO,2( t), v~aplet) + Caplet(t, L( t, T1), SO.2( t), vfaplet) 
Caplet(t, L(t, To), So,n-dt), v~aplet) + ... + Caplet( t, L( t, Tn- 2), SO,n-1 (t), v~~iet) 
Caplet(t, L(t, To), SO,n(t), v~aplet) + ... + Caplet(t, L(t, Tn-d, SO.n(t), v~~iet) 











This system of equations can easily be solved by solving the topmost equation first (it is clear 
that v~ar = v~aplet) and then proceeding down the array. Thus, only one variable is solved for 
at a time as we move down the array. 
A complication arises when quotes on South African data are considered as cap maturities do 
not increase in quarterly steps. The array of equations, in the South African setting, has more 
unknowns than equations. To overcome this problem it is necessary to make an inference as to 
what the missing cap volatilities are. 
i Ti Q d cap uote Va i+I Interpolated V~~~I 
caplet 
Vi 
0 0.25 - 8.2000% 8.2000% 
1 0.5 - 8.2000% 8.2000% 
2 0.75 8.2% 8.2000% 8.2000% 
3 1 - 8.6352% 9.5646% 
4 1.25 - 9.1000% 10.4663% 
5 1.5 - 9.5500% 11.1750% 
6 1.75 10.0% 10.0000% 11.9187% 
7 2 - 10.4986% 12.9713% 
8 2.25 - 10.9973% 13.8003% 
9 2.5 - 11.4959% 14.5904% 
10 2.75 12.0% 12.0000% 15.5638% 
11 3 - 12.1233% 12.7965% 
12 3.25 - 12.2479% 13.0298% 
13 3.5 - 12.3740% 13.2945% 
14 3.75 12.5% 12.5000% 13.5831 % 
15 4 - 12.6233% 13.7875% 
16 4.25 - 12.7479% 14.0362% 
17 4.5 - 12.8740% 14.3036% 
18 4.75 13.0% 13.0000% 14.5927% 
19 5 - 13.0489% 13.5643% 
20 5.25 - 13.0989% 13.6881 % 
21 5.5 - 13.1489% 13.7787% 
22 5.75 13.2% 13.2000% 13.9779% 
23 6 - 13.2717% 14.4411% 
24 6.25 - 13.3475% 14.6448% 
25 6.5 - 13.4250% 14.8909% 
26 6.75 13.5% 13.5000% 15.0531% 
Table 4.3: Cap volatilities, interpolated cap volatilities and stripped caplet volatilities on 2 May 
2007. 
The issue of missing cap volatilities was dealt with by interpolating linearly between known cap 
volatilities. 
Monthly cap volatilities were obtained from 1 September 2006 to 29 February 2008. The ob-











sourced the data from Rand Merchant Bank. Table 4.3 shows the interpolation and stripping 
procedure applied to the market data obtained on 2 May 2007. The first three interpolated cap 
volatilities have been set equal to the first available cap volatility. The missing cap volatilities 
are then interpolated between available cap volatilities. The result is that there are now as many 
equations as unknowns and this allows the spot volatilities (the final column of table 4.3) to be 
solved for. 
4.1.5 Populating the swaption volatility matrix 
The raw swaption volatility matrix can now be constructed as in the form of table 4.2. The 
output from the previous section appears in the left hand column of table 4.4. Monthly swaption 
volatilities were obtained from 1 September 2006 to 29 February 2008. Swaption volatilities were 
obtained from Cadiz FSG. Cadiz FSG obtained the data from Standard Bank. The swaption 
volatilities are mid rates. The matrix of obtained swaption volatilities is very sparsely populated 
as table 4.4 demonstrates. 
Swap Length 
First Setting Date 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 
0.25 8.2000% - - - - - - -
0.5 8.2000% - - 9.9606% - - - 10.5106% 
0.75 8.2000% - - - - - - -
1 9.5646% - - 12.1000% - - - 12.6500% 
l.25 10.4663% - - - - - - -
1.5 11.1750% - - - - - - -
l.75 11.9187% - - - - - - -
2 12.9713% - - - - - - -
2.25 13.8003% - - - - - - -
2.5 14.5904% - - - - - - -
2.75 15.5638% - - - - - - -
3 12.7965% - - - - - - -
3.25 13.0298% - - - - - - -
3.5 13.2945% - - - - - - -
3.75 13.5831% - - - - - - -
4 13.7875% - - - - - - -
4.25 14.0362% - - - - - - -
4.5 14.3036% - - - - - - -
4.75 14.5927% - - - - - - -
5 13.5643% - - - - - - -
5.25 13.6881% - - - - - - -
5.5 13.7787% - - - - - - -
5.75 13.9779% - - - - - - -
6 14.4411% - - - - - - -
6.25 14.6448% - - - - - - -











In section 4.6.2 (when the Cascade Calibration methods are considered), it will be necessary to 
have a fully populated swaption volatility matrix. One way to obtain an approximation of what 
this matrix could be is to perform interpolation inside the table 4.4. The product of such an 
interpolation is shown in table 4.5. Linear interpolation was carried out between the values in 
rows relating to 0.5 years and 1 years to maturity. To obtain the values in the row relating to 
0.75 years to maturity, linear interpolation was carried out vertically between the two previously 
mentioned rows. All other values were obtained by scaling (vertically) an interpolated or known 
value by the proportional change in the caplet volatilities. For example, the volatility of a swap 
with a length of 1.25 years and maturity of 1.25 years was obtained by the following calculation 
10.47 
13.39 = 12.24 x --. 
9.46 
This interpolation scheme is crude. It will only be used in demonstrating the Cascade Calibration 
Algorithm. 
Swap Length 
First Setting Date 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 
0.25 8.:?U% 8.79% 9.37% 9.96% 10.10% 10.24% 10.37% 10.51% 
0.5 8.:?O% 8.79% 9.37% 9.!l(j% 10.10% 10.24% 10.37% ](I.~l1 % 
0.75 ~.2()% 9.60% 10.31% 11.03% 11.17% 11.31% 11.44% 11.58% 
1 9.5G% 10.41% 11.25% 12.10% 12.24% 12.38% 12.51% 12.(;,')% 
1.25 10,47% 11.39% 12.32% 13.24% 13.39% 13.54% 13.69% 13.84% 
1.5 11.17% 12.16% 13.15% 14.14% 14.30% 14.46% 14.62% 14.78% 
1.75 11.92% 12.97% 14.02% 15.08% 15.25% 15.42% 15.59% 15.76% 
2 LU17% 14.12% 15.26% 16.41% 16.60% 16.78% 16.97% 17.16% 
Table 4.5: Interpolation on a portion of the raw swaption volatility matrix presented in table 
4.4. The values that appear in red are non-interpolated values. 
4.2 The link between the swaption volatility matrix and the 
instantaneous volatility and correlation structures 
\Ve wish to parameterise the instantaneous volatility parameters and the instantaneous correla-
tion parameters of the equations 2.4 and 4.1 which is restated here as 
= p,(t, Tddt + a(t, TddBt k = 0,1, ... , m 
where dB;dBI = Pijdt. 
The LIBOR Market Model takes as inputs the instantaneous volatilities and the instantaneous 
correlation structures of forward rates. Section 4.1 shows that the data to which we have to 
calibrate (the swaption volatility matrix) is in the form of annualised volatilities. It is therefore 
necessary to establish a link between the annualised swaption volatilities and the instantaneous 











The link between the instantaneous volatility structures and the caplet volatilities is immediately 
observable from proposition 3.2.2. 
In the next section, some specific structures of a( u, Tn) will be considered. 
As remark 3.2.5 pointed out, the LIBOR Market Model and the Swap Market Model are incon-
sistent. Therefore it is not possible to find an exact relationship between the swaption volatilities 
and the instantaneous correlation and volatility structures. 
Joshi [2003] and Brigo and Mercurio [2006] give overviews of approaches to pricing swaptions 
approximately using inputs from the LIBOR Market Model. The approximation to the swaption 
volatility that appears most widely was introduced by Rebonato [1998]. Given the LIBOR 
l'vIarket Model parameters (instantaneous volatility structures and instantaneous correlations) a 
formula is derived for the approximate corresponding volatility of the swap rate. 
Proposition 4.2.1 (Rebonato's Formula) In the Swap Market Model framework, the swap 
rate follows, under QGa +1 ,i3, the following process 
An approximate formula for the instantaneous volatility of the swap rate can be calculated using 
the inputs of the LIBOR Market Model and the following equation 
1/2 (t) = L~:; L~:; Wk+1(t)Wh+1(t)L(t, Tk)L(t, Th)Pkh ftc< a(u, Tk)a(u, Th)du 
a,{3 Sa,{3(t)2 x (Ta - t) 
Derivation 
In Black's formula for swaptions, it is known that 
Since we work in the South African setting, we invoke assumption 2.1.5 so that we can represent 
a swap rate (applying to a tradable swap) as the weighted sum of forward rates (applying to 
tradable FRAs). Thus we can represent the swap rate in terms of equation 2.2 so that 
(3 












Now, assume that the weights remain constant at their initial values (ie at time t), then 
(3 
dSo,{3(u) :::::0 L wi(t)dL(u, Ii-Il· 
i=o+l 
The quadratic variation is approximately 
{3 (3 
dSo,{3(u)dSo,,6(U) :::::0 L L wj(t)L(u, Tj_dwi(t)L(u, T;-Ila(u, Ti)a(u, Tj)Pijdu. 
i=o+l j=o+l 
Since 
d(lnS ())d(lnS (,)) = d(So,{3(u)) d(So,{3(u)) 
0,{3 u 0,{3 U S (u) S (u) 
0,{3 0,{3 
we have (after freezing forward rates and swap Tates at their initial values) 
and Rebonato's approximation follows. 
It is worth highlighting the assumptions that have been made in this derivation. 
• Since we are working in the South African context, we cannot simply represent a swap 
rate as a weighted sum of forward rates. We therefore assumed that FRAs obey the swap 
day schedule (assumption 2.1.5). 
• The w's were set equal to their values at the start of the period. The implication is that 
the swap rate is treated as a constant linear combination of the forward rates until the 
first setting date. 
• After the quadratic variation has been computed it is assumed that the forward rates and 
the swap rates are set equal to their initial values at time t. 
Brigo and Mercurio [2006] notes that proposition 4.2.1 is quite an accurate approximation de-
spite the assumptions that are made. 
Proposition 4.2.1 is a key tool in the calibration of the LIB OR Market model as it provides the 
link between each entry in the swaption volatility matrix and the instantaneous correlation and 
volatility structures. 
On examining the formula in proposition 4.2.1, it can be seen that the formula depends on 
market quoted quantities (So,{3(u) and L(t,Ti ) (i = 0, ... ,/3 -1)) and quantities that will be 











The instantaneous volatility and correlation structures are given general formulaic structures. 
Different structures lead to different forms of proposition 4.2.1. Hence different instantaneous 
volatility and correlation structures imply different approaches to the calibration of the LIBOR 
Market Model. The aim of sections 4.3 and 4.4 is as follows: 
• Show how the components (instantaneous volatility and correlation structures) of the 
formula in proposition 4.2.1 will be specified . 
• Present the formula in proposition 4.2.1 in terms of the specified instantaneous correlation 
and volatility structures. 
4.3 Instantaneous volatility structures 
The instantaneous volatility structures are either specified as piecewise constant or as parametric 
functions. 
4.3.1 Piecewise constant instantaneous volatility structures 
Consider the tenor structure T = (T-l' To, ... , Tn). A piecewise constant instantaneous volatility 
function, CT(t, Tk), is constant for Ti < t < Ti+l (i = 0, ... , k - 1). Thus, a piecewise constant 
function is a 'step' function. Two piecewise constant formulations will be considered 5 . 
Functional form dependent on current time, time to maturity and time of maturity 
This functional form will be used in the Cascade Calibration Algorithm and is the most general 
piecewise constant volatility specification6 . Table 4.6 shows how the instantaneous volatility 
changes over time. 
Current time 
Time t E (0, Tal t E (To, TIl t E (Tl' T2l ... t E (TN-2, TN-d 
L(t, To) CTl,1 dead dead ... dead 
L(t, Tt) CT2,1 CT2,2 dead ... dead 
... ... ... . .. . .. 
L(t, TN) CTN,1 CTN,2 CTN,3 ... CTN,N 
Table 4.6: The most general piecewise constant instantaneous volatility formulation dependent 
on current time, time to maturity and time of maturity. 
This functional form implies a non-homogeneous evolution of the volatility term structure (ie 
forward rate volatilities at different times but with the same time to maturity may differ). Under 
this functional form, caplet volatilities can be presented as follows: 
l/~(O) 
5Brigo and Mercurio [2006] presents four other piecewise constant functional forms. 











This volatility structure will be applied to the formula in proposition 4.2.1. Under this volatility 
formulation, the swaption volatility given by the proposition 4.2.1 can be expressed as 
The suitability of this functional form in the South African setting is directly linked to the suit-
ability of the Cascade Calibration Algorithms in the South African setting. As will be explained 
later, the Cascade Calibration Algorithms is probably not the best calibration procedure to use 
on the South African swaption volatility matrix. 
Functional form dependent on time of maturity 
An instantaneous volatility formulation which is only dependent on the time of maturity is 
considered 7. Table 4.7 shows the evolution of this volatility structure over time. This func-
tional form simplifies many calculations. However, it is a time-inhomogeneous form since the 
instantaneous volatility is not necessarily constant for different points in time and the same time 
to maturity. Under this functional form, caplet volatilities can be presented as follows: 
Current time 
Time t E (0, To] t E (TI' T2] t E (T2, T3] ... t E (TN-2, TN-I] 
L(t, To) (TI,. dead dead . .. dead 
L(t, TI) (T2,. (T2,. dead . .. dead 
... . ,. . .. ... . .. 
L(t, TN) (TN,. (TN,. (TN,. . .. (TN,. 
Table 4.7: The piecewise constant instantaneous volatility formulation in which the instanta-
neous volatility is only dependent on the maturity date. 
This volatility formulation does not model the term structure of volatility and as such is less 
suitable than the parametric form. 











4.3.2 Parametric instantaneous volatility structures 
The most common approach to fitting a parametric form to the volatility structure is 
(4.2) 
Note that this specification allows the volatility structure to be completely time-homogeneous. 
However, it also leads to an imperfect fit of the caplet volatilities. In this model the caplet 
volatility is given as 
The swaption volatility is given by proposition 4.2.1 
j-lj-l T 
vL(t) X (Ti - t) x Si,j(t) = L L Wk+1(t)Wh+l(t)L(t, Tk)L(t, Th)Pij 1 'a(u, Tk)a(u, Th)du 
k=ih=i t 
where 
Joshi [2003] notes that by allowing for some time-inhomogeneity in the volatility structure, a 
perfect fit can be obtained to the caplet prices (the swaption prices won't be fitted perfectly). 
The parameters Ko, ... , KN-l are introduced and the new parametric specification is 
( 4.3) 
where 
1 2. . 
Tk I (Tk, a, b, c, d) 
Thus, 
where k = 0, ... , N - 1. If all the K;'s are close to one, then the first parametric volatility 
structure (equation 4.2) provides a very good fit on its own. The more widely the K;'s are 
dispersed around one, the greater the amount of time-inhomogeneity introduced into the model 
for instantaneous volatility. 
In order to use equations 4.2 and 4.3 to calculate the swaption volatility (in terms of proposition 











By noting that 
n (-l)irri (n- '+1) J tnextdt = ~ J:!+l J exTTn- i + Constant 
it can be seen that 
+ r (eXYy _ eXY +~) 
x x 2 x 2 
+ s C:Y -~) 
+ u Cb:y - ~) 
(
ebYy eby 1 ) 





q Bl x B2 
r -AlxB2-BlxA2 
s Al x A2 




Al (aTh + d)e-bTh 
Bl ae-bTh 
A2 (aTk + d)e-bn 
B2 ae-bTk . 
Equations 4.2 and 4.3 are probably the most suitable instantaneous volatility structures to 
employ in the South African setting because of three reasons: 
• These specifications allow for a term structure of volatility. 
• It is not necessary to have a fully populated swaptions volatility matrix in order to para-
meterise the models. 











4.4 The instantaneous correlation structure 
The previous section dealt with the specification of the instantaneous volatility in proposition 
4.2.1. This section will deal with the specification of the instantaneous correlation structure 
(Pij). There are two choices in modelling Pij. 
• Let Pij be specified by an exogenously specified correlation matrix . 
• l\Iodel Pij using a parametric structure and parameterise it as part of the calibration to 
the swaption volatility matrix. 
4.4.1 Properties of correlation matrices 
Brigo and Mercurio [2006] points out that there are three basic expectations of the correlations 
between forward rates that should, ideally, also be present in the model of the instantaneous 
correlations. 
1. The correlations between forward rates must be positive. 
2. Forward rates with closer maturities have higher correlation. 
3. Forward rates with longer maturities are more correlated. 
Furthermore, a correlation matrix is a symmetric positive definite matrix 8. 
4.4.2 Full rank versus reduced rank 
Consider the dynamics 
( 4.4) 
where dB1dBf = Pijdt. If B t is the (m + 1) x 1 vector of correlated Brownian motions then 
1 POI PmO 
dBtdB; = POI 
1 
dt := edt. 
P(m-l)(m) 
P(m)(O) P(m)(m-l) 1 
In section 2.2.3 it was noted that a key manipulation to be carried out was to find an (m+ 1) x d 
matrix A such that 
£ = AAT 
since this allows us to rewrite the forward LIBOR dynamics in a form conducive to simulation. 
The smaller d is, the fewer independent Brownian motions have to be simulated. Hence the 
simulation process is less computationally intensive. We are therefore interested in minimising 
8This implies that p can be written as X DXT where X is an orthogonal matrix and D is the diagonal matrix 
with entries equal to the eigenvalues of matrix p. Let r be the diagonal matrix such that rr = D then it can be 











d whilst still maintaining an accurate correlation structure. We can achieve d < m + 1 in a 
number of ways9: 
1. Specify an exogenous correlation matrix f!. which has rank equal to d < m + 1. 
2. Specify a parametric correlation structure for p which is structured such that it has rank 
d < m + 1. Parameterise the correlation structu-;:'e as part of the calibration to the swaption 
volatility matrix. 
3. If the exogenously specified correlation matrix is of full rank then approximate this matrix 
with a reduced rank form and simulate using the reduced rank form. 
4. Specify a full rank parameterisation for the correlation matrix. Parameterise the correla-
tion matrix as part of the calibration to the swaption volatility matrix. Approximate this 
matrix with a reduced rank form and simulate using the reduced rank form. 
This project will focus on the third and the fourth approaches. Thus, it is necessary to introduce 
a full rank parametric form for the correlation matrix. It is also necessary to introduce a reduced 
rank approximation to a full rank matrix. 
4.4.3 Full rank parameterisations 
A full rank parameterisation presented in Joshi [2003] is 
_a[T-T [ 
P·· - e fJ , J 'J - ( 4.5) 
such that Pij is the instantaneous correlation between L(t, T;) and L(t, Tj ). (3 is a parameter 
which can be determined in the calibration process. Joshi [2003] notes that correlations modelled 
as 
P 
.. _ e-O.1[Ti-TJ[ 
'J - (4.6) 
tend to fit the market quite well. Thus in all subsequent sections correlation structures will be 
treated as follows: 
1. The exogenous correlation structure will be assumed to be of the above functional form 
with (3 = 0.1. 
2. Alternatively, (3 will be a free parameter which will be parameterised in the calibration to 
the swaption volatility matrix. 
Thus, the question as to how Pij will be treated in proposition 4.2.1 has now been answered. 
Figure 4.1 shows the form of the correlation structure when it is specified as Joshi [2003] rec-
ommends. 
The following section will provide an overview of two ways in which to approximate the above 
full rank parameterisation with reduced rank formulations. As noted above, obtaining the ap-
proximate reduced rank correlation matrix is essential for computationally efficient simulation 
9 A full rank decomposition can be accomplished through a Cholesky factorisation (Glasserman [2003J and 
Joshi [2003J give descriptions of Cholesky factorisation). But this implies that d = m + 1 and this will typically 
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• £. is not directly specified but is assumed to be of rank d. 
• A is given a parametric structure such that p retains all its essential properties (positive 
semi-definite and unit diagonals). -
• The parameters of the reduced rank matrix are estimated by calibrating the parametric 
correlation matrix to swaption prices or by solving for the parameters that will minimise 
the distance between the exogenously specified matrix and the approximate correlation 
matrix. 
The approach presented here is reviewed in Brigo and Mercurio [2006J. The entries in matrix A 




ai,k COS(Bi,k) sin(Bi,d ... sin(Bi,k-d 1 < k < d 







sin(B1,l) ... sin(B1,d-d 
sin(B2,d .. · sin(B2 ,d-d 
sin(B3,d .. · sin(B3,d-d 
Also note that the diagonal elements of the resulting matrix £. are 
Pii II A il1
2 
cos2 (Bi,d + cos2(Bi,2) sin2(Bi,d + ... + sin(Bi,d x ... x sin(Bi,d-d 
1 - sin2(Bi,d(1 - cos2(Bi,2)) + '" + sin(Bi,d x ... x sin(Bi,d-d 
1 - sin2(Bi,d sin2(Bi,2)(1- cos
2(Bi,2)) + ... + sin(Bi,I} x ... x sin(Bi,d-d 
1 - sin(Bi,d x ... x sin(Bi,d_2)(1 - cos
2(Bi,d_d) + ... + sin(Bi,d x .. , x sin(Bi,d-d 
1 - sin(Bi,d x ... x sin(Bi,d-d + sin(Bi,I} x ... x sin(Bi,d-d 
1. 
The values of the Bil's are now determined by calibrating the formula in proposition 4.2.1 (with 
the Pij 's specified using the above form) to the swaption volatility matrix. Alternatively (and this 
is the approach that this dissertation will take) the distance between an exogenously specified 
correlation matrix and the parametric reduced rank correlation matrix will be minimised. The 
error function that will be minimised is the Frobenius nor'll. 
m m 
~~(p._p)2 
L.J L.J -2J -2J trace( (£. - ~)(£. - -ef) 
i=Oj=O 
This is the sum of squared differences between the entries in the reduced rank formulation and 












This approach follows the reverse direction of the angles parameterisation. Instead of using A 
as the starting point, the full rank, exogenously specified p is decomposed so as to obtain A. p 
is written as X DXT where X is an orthogonal matrix and D is a diagonal matrix with entrie-; 
all equal to the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix. The columns and rows corresponding to 
the (m + 1) - d smallest eigenvalues are now removed so that jj (which is now a d x d matrix) 
is obtained and the resulting square root matrix of jj is I'. The corresponding columns in X 
are also removed. Thus, the (m + 1) x d matrix A = XI' is obtained. Now, the act of removing 
eigenvalues has led to G = AA T no longer being a correlation matrix (the diagonal elements 
may no longer be one). It is therefore suggested that p is used as the approximation to p where 
the elements of p are specified as -
JGiiGjj ' 
And so, the new pseudo square root matrix has ijth entry 
The result is that the full rank correlation matrix p is approximated by p which is a correlation 
matrix that has been modified by removing d of the smallest eigenvalues and then re-scaling the 
matrix entries so as to ensure unit diagonals. 
Comparison of angles parameterisation and eigenvalue zeroing for the rank reduc-
tion of an exogenously specified correlation matrix 
Consider again the exogenously specified correlation presented in figure 4.l. 
The correlations between each of the twenty rates is now approximated by a two factor angles 
approximation and a two factor eigenvalue zeroing approximation. For each of the two approxi-
mations, the absolute difference between the entries in the correlation matrix and the entries in 
the approximation to the correlation matrix is determined. The better the approximation, the 
smaller the absolute difference. The points at which the eigenvalue approach provides a better 
approximation than Rebonato's angle approach are noted. 
Table 4.8 shows a grid comparing the approximations: a point at which the eigenvalue approach 
gives a better approximation than the angle approach is denoted by a l. Note that in the grid, 
the top left hand corner represents the approximations based on the correlation between quar-
terly forward rates with first setting dates both being 0.25 years. The bottom right hand corner 
represents the approximations based on the correlation between quarterly forward rates with 
first setting dates both being 5 years. 
Table 4.9 presents a grid in which the results from a similar comparison between the four factor 
angles and eigenvalue zeroing approximations have been performed. 
In general, table 4.8 and table 4.9 are dominated by blank spaces. This indicates that for most 
entries, the angle approximation serves as a better approximation to the correlation matrix than 











D 1 1 1 1 
D 1 1 1 1 
D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 D 1 1 1 1 
1 1 D 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 D 1 
1 1 1 1 1 D 
1 1 1 1 D 
D 
D 
D 1 1 1 1 
D 1 1 1 1 1 
1 D 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 D 1 1 
1 1 1 1 D 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 D 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 D 
1 1 1 1 D 
1 1 1 1 D 
Table 4.8: Comparison of the two factor angle and eigenvalue zeroing approximations to the 
correlation matrix presented in figure 4.1. A '1' denotes the case in which the absolute dif-
ference between the angle formulation and the correlation matrix is greater than the absolute 
difference between the eigenvalue zeroing approach and the correlation matrix. The 'D' denotes 











D 1 1 1 1 1 1 
D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
D 1 
D 1 
D 1 1 1 
1 1 D 1 1 1 1 1 
D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 D 1 1 1 1 
1 D 1 1 1 
1 1 1 D 1 
1 1 1 1 D 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 D 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 D 
1 1 1 1 1 D 1 
1 1 1 D 
D 
1 1 D 
1 1 1 1 1 1 D 
1 1 1 1 1 1 D 
Table 4.9: Comparison of the four factor angle and eigenvalue zeroing approximations to the 
correlation matrix presented in figure 4.1. A '1' denotes the case in which the absolute difference 
between the angle formulation and the correlation matrix is greater than the absolute differ-
ence between the eigenvalue zeroing approach and the correlation matrix. The 'D' denotes the 











4.5 Calibration methods 
Calibration of the LIBOR Market Model can occur in a number of ways. To price instruments 
where the payoff depends on a number of forward rates (such as barrier or trigger swaptions), 
calibration must occur with a specified correlation matrix or give a correlation matrix as an 
output. The centrality of Rebonato's swaption volatility formula (proposition 4.2.1) has con-
sistently been highlighted. Sections 4.4 and 4.3 emphasised the fact that the modeler must 
specify the instantaneous volatility structures and the instantaneous correlation structure since 
the formula of 4.2.1 depends on these two structures. 
The aim of calibration is to parameterise the chosen instantaneous volatility and correlation 
structures such that the error between model swaption prices and actual swaption prices is 
minimised whilst maintaining a parsimonious parameter set. Models in which the error is not 
minimised are open to arbitrage. Models which do not have a parsimonious parameter set are 
typically over parameterised and will perform poorly when applied to data which have not been 
used in the parameter estimation. 
Glasserman [2003] notes that simulation can be used for model calibration. For different sets 
of parameter values calculate the swaption prices implied by the model. Choose the parameter 
set that results in swaption prices that most accurately approximate the prices observed in the 
market. This approach is slow and other approaches will probably be more efficient. 
Brigo and Mercurio [2006] show that calibration to the swaptions matrix using a piecewise con-
stant volatility formulation which depends on the current time and the time of maturity of the 
forward rate together with angles parameterisation of the swaptions matrix produces a very irreg-
ular evolution of the volatility term structure. The same results are observed for other piecewise 
constant instantaneous volatility forms and also for parametric instantaneous volatility forms 
when the instantaneous correlation structure is treated as an output of the optimisation process. 
Brigo and l\fercurio [2006] analyse the calibration outputs of the closed form methods known 
as the Cascade Calibration Algorithm (CCA) and Rectangular Cascade Calibration Algorithms 
(RCCA) (the RCCA is laid out in Brigo and Morini [2002]). It is noted that linear interpola-
tion of missing values in the swaptions volatility matrix leads to the output of the calibration 
algorithms producing negative and imaginary numbers in some instances. Brigo and Mercurio 
[2006] show that the smoothing of the volatility matrix using a parametric form can lead to this 
problem being overcome to some degree. The problem of an extremely erratic term structure of 
volatility evolution still remains. 
Brigo and Mercurio [2006] investigate the CCA under various correlations and ranks and find 
that, for the data set investigated, there appears to be a trade off between the regularity of the 
evolution of the term structure and the qualitative acceptability of the terminal correiations10 
(the greater the rank of the reduced rank correlation matrix, the more irregular the evolution 
of the volatility term structure). Brigo and Morini [2003] extends the RCCA to cope with 
lOTerminal correlation is a measure of the correlation, at time 0, between the two random variables L(t, T,) 
and L(t, TJ ) where ° < t < Ti < T j . This is different from the instantaneous correlation that has been considered 











missing volatilities (without having to resort to linear interpolation) in the Rectangular Cascade 
Calibration with Endogenous Interpolation Algorithm (RCCAEI). 
4.6 Calibration 
The calibration of the LIBOR Market Model involves the specification of the instantaneous 
volatility and correlation structures with respect to a swaptions volatility matrix and a yield 
curve. There are two general approaches for calibrating the LIB OR Market Model: 
1. Optimisation. 
2. Cascade Calibration. 
Rebonato's formula (proposition 4.2.1) will be the theoretical link between the data and the 
models. The model volatility is vo:,(3(t) (vo:,(3(t) is dependent on the chosen volatility and corre-
lation structure). The corresponding data entry in the volatility matrix is vM(3(t) (the volatility 
0:, 
of the swap rate with first setting date at time To: and final payment at T(3 and which is found 
in the volatility matrix in the row corresponding to To: and the column corresponding to T(3 - To). 
Calibrating the LIBOR Market Model through optimisation involves minimising the following 
sum over a portion or all of the swaption volatility matrix: 
2: 2: (vt§ (t) - vi,j(t) f . 
i j 
Optimisation is the calibration approach associated with the parametric instantaneous volatility 
and correlation structures. This provides an approximate fit to the swaptions volatility matrix. 
The Cascade Calibration approach involves a procedure for solving a series of one dimensional 
equations so as to parameterise the instantaneous volatility structure presented in table 4.6. It 
provides an exact fit to the swaption volatility matrix. 
All calibrations are performed with the use of Excel and VBA using a 1.59 GHz Mobile AMD 
Sempron 3400+ with 2 GB of RAM. Where optimisation is required, Excel Solver is used. 
4.6.1 Calibration through optimisation 
A number of different instances and combinations of the parametric forms for instantaneous 
correlation and volatility are considered. Parameters are estimated based on a calibration to 
the swaption volatility matrix presented in table 4.4. The forward rates that are used in the 
parameterisations is presented in table B.1. In order to parameterise the model the following 
sum is minimised: 
24 
55 2: (vN+ 1 (0) - Vi,i+l (0))2 
i=O 
+ (v~(O) - Vl,5(0))2 










+ (vf,~(O) - Vl,9(0))2 
+ (VtSl(O) - V3,11(0))2 
where Vi,j(O) is given by Rebonato's formula in proposition 4.2.1. The following sections will 
look at how the calibrations vary when different instantaneous parametric volatility and corre-
lation structures are used in proposition 4.2.1. 
Rebonato [2002] (p 168) suggests that the following constraints be observed: c+d > 0, c > a and 
b > O. These constraints were not applied in the calibrations that appear in the next section. 
Parametric volatility structure and exogenous correlation 
We calibrate to the swaption volatility matrix presented in table 4.4 and the forward rates 
presented in table B.1. The volatility structure is 
a(t, Td 
and the correlation structure is 
P 
.. _ e-o.lITi-Tjl 
2] - • 
There are four free parameters: a, b, c, d. (3 is set equal to 0.1. Tables 4.10 and 4.11 summarise 
the calibration output from minimising 55. The maximum absolute difference between the 
modelled volatility and the actual volatility is between vtJ,ll (0) and VlO,ll (0). Figure 4.2 shows 
the modelled caplet volatilities and the actual caplet volatilities (the actual caplet volatilities 
are obtained through the procedure described in section 4.1.4) after calibration. The erratic 
behaviour of the actual caplet volatilities leads to the fairly large difference between vtJ 11 (0) 
and vlO,l1 (0). 
This parameterisation is appealing from a modelling perspective as it implies a time homoge-
nous evolution of the instantaneous volatility structure (the time homogeneity is a trait of a 
parsimonious model and is therefore appealing). This is shown in figure 4.3: the instantaneous 
volatility structures do not change as time progresses (the structure applicable in 1.5 years is 






Table 4.10: The parameter values estimated from calibration to table 4.4 using a parametric 
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Parametric volatility structure, parametric correlation, perfect fit to caplet volatil-
ities 
We calibrate to the swaption volatility matrix presented in table 4.4 and the forward rates 
presented in table B.1. The volatility structure is 
a(t, Td 
and the correlation structure is 
-i<IT-TI Pij = e fJ, J. 
There are five free parameters: a, b, c, d and (3. These parameters are estimated first and are 
thus equal to the parameters presented in table 4.13. Ko, ... , K24 are then estimated so as to 
ensure that model caplet volatilities are equal to the actual caplet volatilities. 
As before, the introduction of the K parameters has led to a large reduction in the size of SS 
at no additional computational cost (as shown in table 4.15). However, the K parameters have 
also led to the instantaneous volatility function changing over time (figure 4.6). 
SS 0.00017 
Maximum Absolute Difference 1.076% 
Total Time Taken 7.98 minutes 
Table 4.15: Calibration statistics from calibration to table 4.4 using a parametric volatility 
structure and an exogenous correlation matrix. K parameters have been introduced. 
Summary of key observations in calibrating through optimisation 
Four approaches to calibrating the LIBOR Market Model through optimisation have been con-
sidered. From the calibration results the following points are noted: 
• I\10del parsimony is traded for model fit. This is evident when perfect fit to the caplet 
volatilities is achieved. A perfect fit to the caplet volatilities is only achieved through 
the introduction of irregularity in the evolution of the term structure of instantaneous 
volatility. 
• The time taken to accomplish each of the four calibrations is fairly similar. When choosing 
a calibration procedure in chapter 5, time taken will therefore be less of a concern. 
• \Ve have calibrated to the South African swaption volatility matrix without having to inter-
polate between entries in the swaption volatility matrix (except in obtaining the stripped 
caplet volatilities). The ability to calibrate without interpolation is a key consideration 
in this dissertation when choosing between an optimisation approach and a Cascade Cal-
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+ 2 L w~(t)wj(t)L(t, T~-dL(t, Tj-1)p~-1,j-1 L(Th - Th-d(jj,h+W~.h+1 
j=o+l h=O 
0-1 
+ W~(t)2 L(t, T~_d2 L (Th - Th-d(j~,h+1 - (Tn - t)So,~(t)2(1/~:~(t))2. 
h=O 
Now assume an exogenous correlation matrix where each entry in the correlation matrix is 
given by equation 4.6. We can now calibrate the LIBOR Market Model by solving a series 
of quadratic equations in order to obtain an exact fit to the swaption volatility matrix. The 
following algorithm (which appears in Brigo and Mercurio [2006]) captures the process. 
Algorithm 4.6.1 The Cascade Calibration Algorithm is as follows: 
1. Select the number, s, of rows in the swaption matrix that are of interest for the calibration. 
2. Set ex = O. 
3. Set (3 = ex + 1. 
4. Solve for (j~,0+1 in equation 4.7. Since both Ao,~ and Bo,~ are strictly positive, if we 
assume positive instantaneous correlations, 4.7 has at most one positive solution, namely 
if and only if Co,~ < O. 
5. Increase (3 by one. If (3 is smaller than or equal to s, go back to 4, otherwise increase ex 
by one. 
6. If ex < s go back to 3, otherwise stop. 
The algorithm will be demonstrated in the following worked example. 
A worked example of the Cascade Calibration Algorithm 
Consider again table 4.5 which is presented here as table 4.16. Only the upper triangular portion 
of table 4.5 is needed for the Cascade Calibration Algorithm. Table 4.17 serves as a reference 
to table 4.16 so that the reader can easily reference the values in the swaption volatility matrix 
that will be mentioned. In this worked example Ti = 0.25 x (i + 1). The Cascade Calibration 
algorithm will attempt to parameterise table 4.18. 
At the start of algorithm 4.6.1, we have ex = 0 and (3 = 1( steps 1 and 2 of algorithm 4.6.1). In 
step 3 of algorithm 4.6.1 we solve equation 4.7 for the first time to find that 













First Setting Date 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 
To 8.20% 8.79% 9.37% 9.96% 10.10% 10.24% 10.37% 10.51% 
T1 8.20% 8.79% 9.37% 9.96% 10.10% 10.24% 10.37% 
T2 8.20% 9.60% 10.31% 11.03% 11.17% 11.31% 
T3 9.56% 10.41% 11.25% 12.10% 12.24% 
T4 10.47% 11.39% 12.32% 13.24% 
T5 11.17% 12.16% 13.15% 
T6 11.92% 12.97% 
T7 12.97% 
Table 4.16: The upper triangular portion of the interpolated swaption volatility matrix obtained 
on 2 May 2007. 
Swap Length 
First Setting Date 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 
To v~l (0) v~2(0) v~3(0) v~4(0) vt15 (0) v6"~(O) vti7(0) vt,1(0) 
T1 vIII (0) AI v~(O) vK(O) vi! (0) vi! (0) vi! (0) 1,2 v13(0) 1,6 1,7 1,8 
T2 vM (0) AI AI v§{, (0) vM (0) vM (0) 2,3 v2 4 (0) v2 5 (0) 2,7 2,8 
T3 v~(O) v~(O) v~(O) AI vfs(O) v37(0) 
T4 viI (0) vf{,(O) AI vfs(O) v47(0) 4,5 
AI AI T5 v£1(O) v57(0) v5,8(0) 
T6 v~(O) vfs(O) 
T7 vii (0) 
Table 4.17: Reference to table 4.16 
Current time 
(0, Tal (To, TIl (T1, T2l (T2, T3l (T3, T4l (T4, T5l (T5, T6l (T6, T7l 
L(t, To) 0"1,1 dead dead dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, Td 0"2,1 0"2,2 dead dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, T2) 0"3,1 0"3,2 0"3,3 dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, T3) 0"4,1 0"4,2 0"4,4 0"4,4 dead dead dead dead 
L(t,T4) 0"5,1 0"5,2 0"5,3 0"5,4 0"5,5 dead dead dead 
L(t,T5) 0"6,1 0"6,2 0"6,3 0"6,4 0"6,5 0"6,6 dead dead 
L(t,T6) 0"7,1 0"7,2 0"7,3 0"7,4 0"7,5 0"7,6 0"7,7 dead 
L(t, T7) 0"8,1 0"8,2 0"8,3 0"8,4 0"8,5 0"8,6 0"8,7 0"8,8 
Table 4.18: The most general piecewise constant instantaneous volatility formulation that will 
be parameterised by calibrating to table 4.16 
We now assess the condition in step 4 of algorithm 4.6.1 and this sends us back to step 3 in 
which we solve the equation 
SO,2(0)2(V~(0))2 wI (0)2 L(O, TO)O"r,l + W2(0)2 L(O, TdO"L 











This implies that 
0"2,1 = 9.5021%. 
The condition in step 4 is once again assessed and this implies that we now solve the following 
equation: 
SO,3(0)2(1/t,~ (0))2 w1 (0)2 L(O, TO)O"r,1 + W2(0)2 L(O, Tt)O"L + W3(0)2 L(O, T2)O"L 
+ 2P1,2W1 (O)L(O, TO)W2(0)L(0, Tt)0"1,W2,1 
+ 2P1,3W1 (O)L(O, TO)W3(0)L(0, T2)0"1,1 0"3,1 
+ 2p2,3W2(0)L(0, Tt)W3(0)L(0, T2)0"2,W3,1. 
Thus, 
0"3,1 = 10.8087%. 
Similarly, we solve for 0"4,1, 0"5,1, 0"6,1, 0"7,1 and 0"8,1. Each equation that we solve will have a 
greater number of terms but will still be quadratic. We have found that we have worked across 
the first row of table 4.17 and table 4.16 and down the first column of table 4.18 in solving for 
0"1,1 to 0"8,1· 
Once we have solved for 0"8,1, we assess the condition in step 4. This time it implies that a is 
increased by one (a = 1). In step 3, f3 is set equal to 2. This puts us in the second row of table 
4.17 and table 4.16 and in the second column of table 4.18. The equation which we now solve 
only depends on l/~, 0"2,1 and 0"2,2 and is 
which implies that 
0"2,1 = 6.6475%. 
Again the algorithm sends the process across the second row of table 4.17 and table 4.16 and 
down the second column of table 4.18 in solving for 0"2,2 to 0"2,8. Each time the equation to be 
solved is quadratic and depends on values that have been calculated earlier on in the process 
and the relevant entry in the swaption volatility matrix. 
After 0"2,8 has been calculated, the algorithm sends the process across the third row of table 4.17 
and table 4.16 and down the second column of table 4.18 in solving for 0"3,3 to 0"8,3. Table 4.19 
presents the progress that has been made so far. 
The algorithm then attempts to solve for 0"4,4. At this point a problem is encountered as the 
discriminant in the quadratic equation is 
and in this case, it is less that zero. This implies that the equation 4.7 has no real valued solution 












(0, To] (To, TI] (TI, T2] (T2, T3] (T3, T4] (T4, Ts] (Ts, T6] (T6, T7] 
L(t,To) 8.20% dead dead dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, Til 9.50% 6.64% dead dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, T2) 10.80% 7.99% 4.58% dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, T3) 12.16% 9.28% 12.72% CJ4,4 dead dead dead dead 
L( t, T4) 11.07% 13.70% 11.73% CJS,4 CJs,s dead dead dead 
L(t, T5 ) 11.49% 10.66% 18.93% CJ6,4 CJ6,5 CJ6,6 dead dead 
L(t, T6) 11.92% 11.06% 13.46% CJ7,4 CJ7,5 CJ7,6 CJ7,7 dead 
L(t, T7) 12.35% 11.48% 13.90% CJS,4 CJS,5 CJS,6 CJS,7 CJs,s 
Table 4.19: Progress made by the Cascade Calibration Algorithm immediately before it fails. 
been generated in table 4.19. Brigo and Mercurio [2006] attributes this feature to the practice 
of filling the gaps in the swaptions volatility matrix by linear interpolation. 
Brigo and Mercurio [2006] suggests that the Cascade Calibration proceeds more successfully if 
the gaps are filled by fitting a smoothed parametric surface to the sparsely populated swaptions 
volatility matrix and then performing Cascade Calibration on this surface. Following this idea, 
suppose that we perform Cascade Calibration on the smoothed surface given by the parameters 







The smoothed swaption volatility surface is now given by table 4.20. The Cascade Calibration 
algorithm now runs to completion and produces the output displayed in table 4.21. 
Swap Length 
First Setting Date 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 
To 7.18% 8.12% 8.90% 9.61% 10.20% 10.71% 11.13% 11.49% 
TI 8.21% 9.04% 9.76% 10.38% 10.90% 11.34% 11.72% 
T2 9.17% 9.91% 10.53% 11.07% 11.53% 11.92% 
T3 9.99% 10.62% 11.18% 11.66% 12.06% 
T4 10.71% 11.28% 11.77% 12.19% 
T5 11.35% 11.85% 12.27% 
T6 11.89% 12.33% 
T7 12.37% 
Table 4.20: The matrix produced by fitting a smoothed parametric function to the swaption 
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• The linear interpolation makes it likely that the algorithm will fail to calibrate completely 
to the volatility matrix due to the appearance of imaginary numbers. 
One solution to these problems lie in performing Cascade Calibration on a smoothed surface 
which has been fitted to the volatility matrix. This leads to the Cascade Calibration running to 
completion. It also leads to a large reduction in the time inhomogeneity of the evolution of the 
term structure of instantaneous volatility. 
This dissertation argues that this solution is not a practical approach for calibration in the South 
African setting. Instead of first fitting a parametric surface and then performing a Cascade 
Calibration, the smoothed fitted surface can just be used to obtain the instantaneous volatility 
and instantaneous correlation functions. Thus, instead of using the parameterisation implied by 
table 4.21, just use the parameterisation implied by table 4.10. 
4.6.3 The Rectangular Cascade Calibration Algorithm 
Consider table 4.22 which shows a 2 x 2 swaption volatility matrix (this is the upper left hand 
corner of table 4.16). Table 4.23 shows the notation that will be used to refer to each of the en-
tries in 4.22. The previous section showed how to calibrate to the upper triangular portion of this 
matrix. This section will show how to calibrate to the entire matrix by using the assumptions 
of the Rectangular Cascade Calibration Algorithm. In doing so, table 4.24 will be parameterised. 
Swap Length 
Time Until First Setting Date 0.25 0.5 
To 8.20% 8.79% 
T1 8.20% 8.79% 
Table 4.22: The swaptions volatility matrix. This is the upper 2 x 2 portion of table 4.16. 
Swap Length 
Time Until First Setting Date 0.25 0.5 
To v(iI1 (0) v(i12 (0) 
Tl vg(O) vA(O) 
Table 4.23: Reference to table 4.22. 
Current time 
(0, Tal (To, TIl 
L(t, To) 0"1,1 dead 
L(t, TI) 0"2,1 0"2,2 
L(t, T2) 0"2,1 0"2,2 
Table 4.24: The most general piecewise constant instantaneous volatility formulation that will 












Vve again assume an exogenous correlation structure given by equation 4.6 and that Ti = 0.25 x 
(i + 1). By entering these formulations into Rebonato's formula in proposition 4.2.1, we find 
that we repeat the process in the Cascade Calibration over the upper triangular portion of table 
4.22. Thus, expressing 1/0,1 (0) in terms of the proposition 4.2.1 implies that 
0"1,1 1/t,{(0) 
8.2%. 
Expressing 1/0,2(0) in terms of the proposition 4.2.1 implies that 
SO,2(0)2(1/t,~(0))2 WI (0)2 L(O, TO)O"f,l + W2(0)2 L(O, TI)O"L 
+ 2p1,2W1(0)L(0, TO)W2(0)L(0, TI)0"1,W2,1 
<¢:=:} 0"2,1 9.5021 %. 
Expressing 1/1,2(0) in terms of proposition 4.2.1 implies that 
T1(1/~(0))2 
<¢:=:} 0" 2, 1 
T00"2,1 + (T1 - TO)0"~,2 
6.6475%. 
Up until this point, the procedure has been identical to the Cascade Calibration procedure. We 
now depart from the Cascade Calibration and attempt to calibrate to 1/1,3(0). When expressed 
in terms of proposition 4.2.1, the formula for 1/1,3(0) is as follows: 
T1S1,3(0)2(l/t,~(0))2 W2(0)2 L(O, Td2(000"~,1 + OW~,2) 
+ W3(0)2 L(O, T2)2(000"L + OWl2) 
+ 2p2,3W2(0)L(0, Tdw3(0)L(0, T2)(000"2,W3,1 + OW2,20"3,2). 
This equation has infinitely many solutions since there are two unknowns: 0"3,1 and 0"3,2. In 
order to cope with this, Brigo and Morini [2002] sets all unknowns equal to each other when the 
need arises. Doing this allows us to once again solve the following quadratic equation. 
T1S1,3(0)2(l/t~(0))2 W2(0)2 L(O, Td2(000"~,1 + 010"~,2) 
+ W3(0)2 L(O, T2)2(00 + 0I)0"~,1 
+ 2p2,3W2(0)L(0, TI) w3(0)L(0, T2)(000"2,1 + OW2,2)O"3,1 
and this implies that 
0"3,1 = 0"3,2 = 9.5712%. 
The output of this short calibration process is presented in table 4.25. Notice that the implication 
of calibrating to the entire swaptions volatility matrix instead of only to the upper triangular 
portion is that the number of forward rates that can be modelled has risen. 
The more general presentation of the Rectangular Cascade Calibration Algorithm is shown in 












(0, Tol (To, TIl 
L(t, To) 8.20% dead 
L(t,Td 9.50% 6.64% 
L(t, T2) 9.57% 9.57% 
Table 4.25: The output from applying the Rectangular Cascade Calibration Algorithm to table 
4.22. 
Algorithm 4.6.2 Modify the Cascade Calibration Algorithm as follows. At point 5 the condi-
tion is no longer fJ < s, but (fJ - ct) < s. Furthermore, in case fJ = s + ct, i.e. when one reaches 
one entry on the last column (with the exception of the first one), the new point 4 requires to 
assume all the unknowns to be equal to the standard unknown 0",6,0+1: 
0",6,0+1 = O",6,a = ... = 0",6,1 for fJ = s + ct. 
Hence the new equation to solve is 
where 
0-1 
A~,,6 W,6(t)2 L(t, T,6-d(Ta - Ta-d + W,6(t)2 L(t, T,6_d 2 L)Th - T h- l ) 
h=O 
,6-1 
B~,,6 2 L w,6(t)wj(t)L(t, T,6-1)L(t, Tj -dpi-l,j-l(Ta - Ta-dO"j,a+l 
j=o+l 
6-1 0-1 
+ 2 L w,6(t)wj(t)L(t, T,6-d L (t, Tj -dpi-l,j-l L(Th - Th-dO"j,h+l 
j=o+l h=O 
,6-1 ,6-1 0 
C~,.6 L L Wi(t)Wj(t)L(t, Ti-dL(t, Tj -dpi-l,j-l L(Th - Th-dO"i,h+lO"j,h+l 
i=o+l j=o+l h=O 
(To - t)So,,6(t)2V;,,6(t). 
The rest of the algorithm is unchanged. 
Application of the Rectangular Cascade Calibration Algorithm to the fully popu-
lated versions of tables 4.16 and 4.20 
When applying the Rectangular Cascade Calibration Algorithm to table 4.16 we expect to run 
into the same trouble as when we applied the Cascade Calibration algorithm to table 4.16. This 
is because the Rectangular Cascade Calibration is identical to the Cascade Calibration when 
the algorithm runs over the upper triangular portion of the swaption volatility matrix. Table 
4.26 shows the output from this calibration. Figure 4.9 presents table 4.26 graphically. 
The Rectangular Cascade Calibration Algorithm is implemented on the smoothed volatility 











Calibration Algorithm now runs to completion. Table 4.27 shows the output. Figure 4.10 
presents table 4.27 graphically. Notice that the assumption of equality of instantaneous volatili-
ties (in order to calibrate to the full swaption volatility matrix) has the effect of introducing the 
volatility structure which is only dependent on time of maturity over sections of the table 4.27. 
Current time 
(O,ToJ (To, TIl (TI , T2J (T2, T3J (T3, T4J (T4, TsJ (Ts, T6J (T6, T7l 
L(t, To) 8.20% dead dead dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, Td 9.50% 6.64% dead dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, T2) 10.80% 7.99% 4.58% dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, T3) 12.16% 9.28% 12.72% a4,4 dead dead dead dead 
L(t, T4) 11.07% 13.70% 11.73% as,4 a5,.5 dead dead dead 
L(t, n) 11.49% 10.66% 18.93% a6,4 a6,5 a6,6 dead dead 
L(t, n) 11.92% 11.06% 13.46% a7,4 a7,S a7,6 a7.7 dead 
L(t, T7) 12.35% 11.48% 13.90% as,4 as,5 as,6 as,7 as,s 
L(t, Ts) 12.37% 12.37% 14.32% a9,4 a9,6 a9,7 ag,S ag,g 
L(t, Tg) 13.51% 13.51% 13.51% alO,4 alO,5 alO,6 alO,7 alO,S 
L( t, TlO) al1,1 al1,2 all,3 al1,4 all,5 al1,6 all,7 all.S 
L(t,Td a12,1 a12,2 a12,3 a12,4 a12,5 a12,6 a12,7 a12,S 
L(t,Td a13,1 a13,2 a13,3 a13,4 a13,5 a13,6 a13,7 a13,S 
L(t,TI 4) a14,1 a14,2 a14,3 a14,4 a14,5 a14,6 a14,7 a14,8 
L(t, T15) a15,1 a15,2 alS,3 a15,4 a15,.5 a15,6 a1S.7 a15,8 
Table 4.26: The output from the Rectangular Cascade Calibration Algorithm when applied to 
the fully populated version of table 4.16. 
Current time 
(0, Tal (To, TIJ (TI , T2l (T2, T3J (T3, T4l (T4,nl (Ts, T6J (n,T7J 
L(t, To) 7.18% dead dead dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, Td 9.19% 7.11% dead dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, T2) 10.73% 9.23% 7.21% dead dead dead dead dead 
L(t, T3) 12.19% 10.80% 9.20% 7.03% dead dead dead dead 
L(t, T4 ) 13.21% 12.13% 10.81% 9.12% 7.22% dead dead dead 
L(t, n) 14.08% 13.22% 12.15% 10.78% 9.30% 6.98% dead dead 
L(t, n) 14.75% 14.09% 13.25% 12.12% 10.81% 9.31% 6.93% dead 
L(t,T7) 15.24% 14.76% 14.11% 13.20% 12.16% 10.80% 9.31% 7.05% 
L(t,Ts) 15.43% 15.43% 14.78% 14.06% 13.25% 12.13% 10.79% 9.17% 
L(t, Tg) 15.59% 15.59% 15.59% 14.73% 14.12% 13.21% 12.11% 10.76% 
L(t, TlO ) 15.39% 15.39% 15.39% 15.39% 15.89% 14.04% 13.19% 12.11% 
L(t, Tll ) 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 14.75% 14.08% 13.21% 
L(t,Td 15.73% 15.73% 15.73% 15.73% 15.73% 15.73% 14.75% 14.07% 
L(t,TI3) 15.71% 15.71% 15.71% 15.71% 15.71% 15.71% 15.71% 14.75% 
L(t, T14 ) 15.63% 15.63% 15.63% 15.63% 15.63% 15.63% 15.63% 15.63% 
Table 4.27: The output produced by the Rectangular Cascade Calibration Algorithm when 















Figllf(' 4 .!1: A gmphic~1 repre .... "t~ti"' L of lhe ""uiutiull of lh" term ,trueture of imtalltallBu11> 
vol~tility pr~"",nteJ in table 4 2G, Since the Heclanr:ular Cascade Calibration was imj1kmo'nt,,1 
un" lineady interpolat<,j surf""", th" "'ollltion i., cl"~rly tin", inhomogL'n"Oll>_ 
Su;lnbiiit.y uf the Rectangular Ca><:ad" Calibration in the South AfricaIl settin!,; 
Th" cnmmelll., th~l applied tu the Ca.>eaJe Caiibmtiun Alr:orithm applies to Ihe Rectangular 
C'a,;cade Calibratiun Algorithm as w(·It. Thi, diSS<'rt~tinn ~r!',ll"., I.hat th"",, calibml.inn methnd., 
aT" llT"uitahl" I.n th" South Afric",! ,ell.illg "-, il requires illteqxJI"tioll uf the bwaptiUllb vol.tillty 
m~trix. The interpulat iun, in tum, has a tendL'nc), to kad to an L'volution of til<' instanl.m,,"".' 
volatilit), strUc\UH, which i., f~r frnm time hornogellOu.,. It aim has" l"ILJel~:; to ,~hnt~e Ihe 
Calihmtim! pr",:e", thruu~h the app"Malwe uf ima~inary numbers, 
One of tk "'[I.S<}'" for u"in g th" (".,;("'\(1,, C~hbrali",! pr""""me, i, th"l they ""e verv quick tu 
mn. Thi , \"'lle~t i, la.rgely n,,~ated if uue h"" tu lit ~ surface (thl'Oui$. minimi&'\tion ct· sum of 
squared err",") tu the "waption, yoiatility matri" fiml.. 
'fhe other reaaon for using C""c~rl" C~hhmtion al!',mithm' m~y he th"t they ",:hieve a pe.-fed 
fit tn til<' ,"~phnn vnbtility matrix. 111 the Suul.h Aftie",! c(J<Jtext, thi' 'gre.ter Jegree' of fit is 
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Figure ~,1O: A grophic".l roprosoTlL".lioll of tk ~"oillLi()n of Ih~ term ,tnlctllre of im \an\alle<J ll' 
,,,!aLiiil), present",) ill ta hle ~. 27, Siw:;" \he n.""t"ll~ul"'· CasNde Calibrotion wa., implementro 
on a ",,,,,,(bed "ulatlilty , utl'ace , the evolution i" birl\' lim~ homogmooll.' 












The proc"", of hedging j, the meal» by which nO arhitra~~ price, me el1lorc"L In " COlll!,",!.O 
market, the pa,-ojf of the derj'-atiw can alway" ]", replicated hy tmding ill the ulldetlying aLLd 
the nurne .. "i .. " III an ijjCOIllI'"'I.~ markol., kd~iLL~ call be "",,,) to onfol':o a range of m-bitrage 
flee price,_ 
In tlw proy",,,,, <"hapter, i\ was point'" out that the parametric method" ,hould be favoured 
al)!w~ 'k dm"d form (or C".-ca.dc Calibra.ti(mj mothod, in tho South African ,etting. T he aim 
of th., chapter j, to compare the pararnel.rk ca]ihralion Illet )H~b fllTllLor. i lli.ero", rate optio"" 
... ill be delta Mg<'d under each of the calibraliw lllelool1;, The hedge quality achic,,,d ul1der 
oaeh of the calibratiOl1 method, "hall be ((Imp,,""" 
5,1 H eJgiug all interesl rale derivative in a complete market 
Hooging an intere,t rate deti"'ti,"" i, ,Ho;iltly mOre c'Omplicat"d than hedgil1g a ,kri ""li,'o whe,'~ 
the ullderlyiLL~ l> a traJeahle &;bel (for example hedging an equ ily oplion '''ing ll", l1ndo rl yin g 
,hare) . This is liecause forwar~ rat"" and swap t,;tes are not tradeahle and it io the FRA" OT 
,wap' that will h"ve to bo 'woo to hodge the derivatj"", Thi, section aim, to 'how the key i&'>ueo 
),,,hillJ [,LLding a replicalillg ,t,."legy lor aJl intorool ra.!~ doriv"li", and so wijj skirt owr rome 
of the more technical ",ues. 
SUP]""" we have a derivatiw with a p"yoff of X'j' at time '1' which h&; a ,wap rat.e S".,,((I U :0; T) 
'" tho llndorlyin g "mrc~ 01 r"ndomness . Sin c~ rho ",,'ap rate i, not tradeable, W~ neoo to trade 
in the lllObt Ii""k d"l'ivatiH JepetLlient Oll the '\\"';1' mi,,· i" a ,w"p (with \0,111 0 Swap~.,9(t'I) 
Set up a portfolio V(t) consisting of Swap~."·(t) and C:~+I .'i (l) anJ t1;ke G,,+l .,,«(1 fo lie the 
nllm<"I"iro. Also ("on<id~T tho followin~ pl"O<:e~<: 
By the tower properlY of mnditionai expoctation, Al, is a martingale unJer the QG"~,,"('J 
F Swap , In . , G (f. meaS11re, \lrt.hnmore. the ratio G~~I"~I'I lS alw a martlllgale l1IKler Q .+1," J, TJ}el'efme, 
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1'1"", Ih~ • ..)f !ln~ncin, lIMil\ll .II"I~.(\·. ,o,. lep];"",e, tho, d~"'·at;,.e l~,y,,/l· 
:;, L I Til .. p ractic ;J1 i III plcuWIlt:l t io n of <lelt a Ilerig ing ill the ca"., of ~wal'liolJ~ 
IM",.J~, .. b .. .,.pl .... " (~ c.>ple ' l< "'PI;,.,.I",,1 10" """p';nn .... it h a $lnslr period s"'..p "'" lloe 
und~lhint;sin~ ~ mab _wnptiOJ' 2 I.t.) ¥lith Ih~ "J"" giwu by ,J,·fimlion 21 1 I. The d~ha 
of tht$ ~"""'P'ton j. 
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1"1\ (¥) + ""',,('yo-'I 
~"j!{t),t4t 
SUI'I"-"'" that a bank wri\~' A sw~ption Th~ bank r"('~i\",,, ~ premillm for ",ril.ing the 'w~pl.i()n 
whi(-h il. in"",t, in I.he nllmemil'e a.>,.,L Al the ,,,me lime the Jella hedgiIlg ,nategy b stalled, 
Thi., implie, lhal the haIlk "llte!> lIltu.:l. , number ufswap.s (at LC'u c(.O;\ to the bank). SUPlX"l" 
Ihat the bank decide. to r~-h"dg~ its position m + 1 time.' (lV~r II,., peri()(] ill, T"j aIlJ I.hal 
r<'-haianein)l;' ()('em al. 10, I,. t, ___ ,1m -- 1;, alld 1_ 1 _ O. Al lime J;' , the Yalu" of th., hed~inp; 
P"''''''', ;n lerm, uf the C~+' ,j!(t) lJUllleraire, is equal [0 H wlwr~ H is 
H (S~.s(t",) S~.j!(f_.)) x .:)., , 
(S~,B(t",) - S'Qj.(toj) x (..':. " - Ll., _J 
+ (S"_,,(I,,,) - S",;J(t,J) x (b" ~) 
+ 
+ (S",8(1",) - S"j.(tm_L)) x (6".-, - il.t __ ,l 
(SaS(I",) S~.iJ(I",)) x p,~ - 2:. ",,_,) 
,\00 00, Ihe hedp;inp; ~rror ( II", 11"' amo unl ' hal the upliull wdler b left wilh at maturity after 
hroging) i, 
(
H + I)[ellliulll x 'C', ' ,) x (.' ~+L"( 1m) payoff on swaption 
·<>+I.s(1 I} 
'<ole that the heJging error and [)w invested pr<'lllilllll h~\'C he<>n "a!~d in INm, of the nu_ 
lller"ir~ (.'", +1 ,8(t) anrl thll', i! i, n,-~""ary '0 mulUl'ly hy the val ue of the nwnetalre at expity 
of the "P'iUll 
The lela!iw Hedp;in~ ~rror will he de li""rl ,"\., follow., 
(H + SW"l'tioIl" ,,(/_L) X =;'{( )) X C~+l j!(tm) l",yofi on ,waption 
liHL'~_s(T~) = ----- -. ."-- -'-'--~"-:.,~,"",C",~,,,c,-c"(,,"c, )i"~~-~-----~(o 1) 
and Ibis b the absolute hed~in~ ~rror rlivided by I.he premi\lm If tl", SWRption i, lln_he<lgNI 
th~ rehtive error i, defined"" follow, 
I) X" 1" ) X Ga+I .J(t,,.) 
~,,_L' L! 
payuff Ull ,wal'tiun 










NO[e that if lhe "'iapli011 ""pi"" out of the rooney, then lhe papAr m1 lh~ ,,,,aplion = 0 oM 
the un-hed,,;ed enOr i8 just UHE"",(T,,) - G~+l .a('-,J/GQ+iJ'(tm) which will be 'he ""n~ ,., 
mall~r whot th~ "waption pI~miwn i,. 
,5,2 Hedging undpr different calibl'atiolls 
~ _ 2,l The options t. o lw}",dgf'd 
S",aptioll' wilh ,ix mOllt.h, to matmi!.y ",ijj be hed,,;ed. SWapliom will lx' h('dg~d mw three 
diH'erem ll<Jn-uverlal~,ing , ixlh mm1th l~'ri()d, Swaption. based on forv.'ard slarling ''''01'' 
(forward 'tarin~ in ,ix ,oonlh, time) wilh ;-aryilLg rmmlwr ()f T~",,\S ,hall I", con8idered. l'he 
s"'apti.--.ns that will be hed,,;ed are <unanari",d in lahle 0.1. 
hlaturity Writil1g Dal~ !\uml",r Of Reset, YUlllber of Busin"" Day, 
2~ F('brllary 2m, '" g"pt~mber 2a}(i , 117 28 February 2m? m s"plemlX'T 2(Ui , 117 
28 February 200? 01 S.plemher 1(U) , 12; 
28 FebruoIY 'lOO7 01 September 2OO(j " 127 :!l Augl1S\ 2( ~ 17 01 ).!ar~h 'lOO; , '" :!l Augusl 2m7 III. \IaTch 2( ~ 17 , '" :11 Au~un 2007 01 )'Ia!'ch 2007 , '" :n Augmt 2( ~ 17 01 )'fOICh 200; " 12819 February '''"' 113 Seplember 2(~17 , 125 29 February "." 03 ~eptelllber 2007 , 12,'; 
2'1 Fd""aTY 21Xl~ 11:1 S<>pt('mlwr 200; , 120 
2'1 n'bT11ary 2(lIlk 11:1 S"lMmlwr 2007 " m 
Tobk .'i,1 DNail, ()f ll~' n"aptions thol will be hed~ed. The '-"'unlbel' Of lle",,1>' .. efers tu the 
numb"r or quart~rly re",,1 dale, ill lh" for",ard st.arting 'wop un,krJ:,;n~ ('arh , waption. The 
')'hUllbel' of Busi""" days' refe!'s to the nUlllber of bu,ine~, day, heIW("ll th~ writing or tm' 
option "nd the maturity of the option. 
",2,2 Rf'_calibration during ll", }",dging pruc"ss 
The hedge On ('adl ()pti01L will he r,,-halanced ()ll ('v('ry husi"'''' day The doily re-balancin~ will 
be besecl on nwnthly re-calibration. tu the swaptions volatilily matrix. 1].h)., 0.2 mrmnari"''' 
th(' n'-calibra!.i0n dat<". Th~ form of th' ,"'option \'olatility nlanice8 to which calibralioll will 
take p),,,'e i, gi'-('ll ill tahle 0.:1. 
5.2 .3 Perree!- Parameters 
s~:w,,(t.) i, th' nota'i()n t hat will be u,,'" to refer 10 the forward swap ,ate with 











wrill.ell oil OJ September 20:]6 





I .,-.1 o." .. lIi 
02-Fe!>-07 
C~libratioll date; 
writtell oil 01 M~r "h 20:]7 
n",'.turity on 31 Auo;um 2007 
02- e~07 
08-,-lor-07 





writ,,'n on 0 1 Seplemh,,' ~O(l6 
maturity on 28 hhrudry 2007 
02-..1.",,-07 
0:J.-Ser>-07 



























l'dbl" 5.3' The gen~rol form (If I h<c ,wapi ion' ,,,ial iii I Y matrix whi (,10 will fw ""Ii bra I (,.J 10 on a 
mm,th ly!)'"i, 












• with, ",,,,\ p"ri(~ls Ii - L~.~.12), 
Th~ sllp',,,,,,,ipl AI rder> 1.0 the f"", th .. t th ;,; mte ho, bocn oblair><XI from the yidd em"" Oll 
d"y t. Tbi" yielJ curvc h"" bc<:n ,Iripp"d \l,illg tIl(· H\IC "",tllOd d~,,,:ribed ill """tion J,1. 
Fur e""h of the forward "Iartin~ ,w:op r~k """ic<, a p"ricd ];n[ali[ity pom.m.eler willi", ""tiHL .. ted 
Thi, i& cfkelh"ly :0 yolalility p",aHL~I."" 1\"". is ("tiHLal(~1 in hi,,,bight. W~ ""'Ill"" the simple 
w:htility "rIlelnre pre,,,"ted ill table ~, 7_ We Jefille lM perl'oct volatility parameter a, J?P,<\",i' 
Lel thc !\lIlction ,,(F, W) cmlT\l the numhcr of Im"ine,.., day< IM'lw~en F amI W alJ(1 (lefill~ 
tu, ... ,t"(FW) ,,,eh thaI In = IF alld I,,(I:-.<\") = F alld t, (0 <: i < n(F. 11')1 i, a ulli( IU~ bu,ill"", 
day IJ<'tv.""," In a"d I,,(F.W) thell 
'-f,w, ; vmx \ 
""here 
" n(F IV) 
TIllL'. '-f,\y" i, th" eSliHL"loo otalldatd devlation of the 'Iog returno' of eacll of thc o""ap wlc 
5.3 R esults 
S(~'li()ll 4.0_1 descl'iood four c.uibmticlll procodur~s hawd on optimi>--'\tion :ond parametric in_ 
n:wtaneoo.lo vohtility ,,"d corrcl"tion 8tructur~., Thl> ""clion will t.ry to di,l.ill til(' 'lllality of 
e",,11 of the,e calihration pr()c~d\ll'''< r.V(·ry ,,,,,aplion 1'""eIltoo ill table "_l i" Jelt .. heJgeJ 
\lll,!<·r each of Ihe foUl' Jilferent calibration Pl'oc".,]urc" The hcdginl( ~ITor rc,ulting from ~ach of 
lhe>e proc"dur",; is comp""cd, Th(· jc,liowing ahhT~;'iati()l" ""ill I", LJ>(~II.O reiN 10 the Jilferent 
par~met.ric mlihmtioll lIlHhoJ, 
• F'o1", a, n, c, Ii aI(' fn", p:mUlleter·o. (3 __ 0,1. 
• Fi;'e; a, [" c, d ""d (3 ~r~ all froc p~ranwtcrs_ 
• Four K: ~,I!, c, d ar~ froc p~ramekrs. ,d = 0 1_ Capl~l.s ar" filt~d p',,-h,tly_ 
• fiw K a, b, c, d and /1 are all fre" l'anu"e\~1" CHl'lel, ",e fitted I"'rtoclly, 
• Per[(~,I: The hoog:ill» en'01' achieved by minI( a volatility pw-~mctcr ",tim .. tcd :0' de",rihed 
in ,,"ctiun ~,2,3, 
• UllIHrl~oo: The p1'ofit or I(lSS rcsultin~ from ,imply in;'~"ing the p""lIliulIl ""d l~Jt ~ng".gillg 
in .. ny hedging. The profit or ic,,;,; i,; _,tal.ed in term, of eq uation ",2, 
Th~ t~blc, .'>,1, 5.5, _5.1i, .'i_7, ,'i .H amI ~_9 P"","'ll! h(~I~hl~ 1'esult> hlthe form of equatiOll.'>,l and 












Svmp Re,",," (; } Four Five Four K Five h ,------------
-i2,~i5ij( -42,71% 44 XT% 44.78% -15,~G% , , M_lIl % .';21.5% 5H)g')r .52_2· ~% 4_86'70 , 3I),2.1o/c 31.13% 36_31% J:U1.J'ii U J3% 
" 21. ,,9% lfi9:1% 22.()5% ](;_1;2% :l.(17% 
Table 5 ,4: TIl(' IH'dSinS n'onl!., for LlH' .wal' l.i ,,,,, thaI. werc writtCll on 1 SeprembeI :lOO6 Mel 
with tirot 'eltillg d ace all ~8 FeIJl'Ll"],;' ~OO~ , 'TIl(' "ntri,,>, ill lhi . I,able are the rdative hcd~in,o; 
error& Mfin",1 in equa' ion 5,1. Valu,," ill , ed 'how the lowe,1 IM~lgillS ,'nOT ",ll;",,·d ,,;m ''''g' 1. 
th " fom calibration procedure' (the low"",! error across a,..-.w of the table}, 
'T,u ,u' 5,5 Swapl. iollo W"j'(' wril.t"1l OIl I S"ple;mb"r 1(X}{; and with fir,1 ""'trill)( date on 28 
Februal'Y 20(iS_ Th~ em.-;", in lhi, table rep.-e.>ent th' un. Il(·JS<vl ,'Hm. ddlIH'd a""()rdill~ to 
equatlOn _5,2, :-'Tote that the elll l"" are all the "ame an""" 1'OW,_ Thio iTlll'li", I,h", ~ll of Ih' 
>wap!ior", cxpin,d on! of the money Md were ,heIcfore not e..wl-ci""d, 
Swap Ftc""t, , 
4 ,r l 
., :1~:l:l'7r, :l:W~X 3(l,:;;,i':1, .,1 .42% 
12 2R_5 0;{. ~9_{j~% 17 1_1 ", n44':1, 
T"ble 5_6: The heJsin~ re,ul" [a]' Ill{' o,,"'apl ioIL> I,hal WCT<' wril.tCll on 1 March 2007 ~",I "ilh 
first ""ttin~ dale on 31 Au!';usl 2007_ The elllri"" ill thb table au' [he rd"li",' IMvl~illg ,'mX'> 
,1 .. fi!L(,d ill "lna l;"n 5, L Valnc> in rod , ho'" t.he 10,,"'C'1 he,l!,;in!,; errol' a"hinecl among"t Ihe foUl' 
calibl'ation procdUle" (t he lowe"t error aU'OS> a.-oW o[ I.h,· cab],,) 
Swap Il_t, (;:. Four Four K Fi"e]( , 2HV17', _:IIIiNl':1 -.,16,71':1 
-373,%% .3nll% ,:1%,:1:1% -401 ,{j~')f , -.")(l,C9% -37l.11% -3~JO.IH% -3rI!1.1~% 
" 3,'i9:k(';{, -:14.'(70'7, _:1.';.';, 1:1':1, -:lG7 G( IW, 
Table 5,7: Swaptions Were writlen Oil I ~la,.ch 20 'J7 and wilh firO[ o"'linS d" ", on :11 ALlS]"" 











Swap He""t" f our Five Fom K Fi,~ K P.deCl 
" 
nffs: 28.1i:l% 24 .0(Q, ~:17()o/, 3,31) '70 
" 
:14.f;~«'. :1:U1:I% 32,00% 26,9~% -18 ,6(]% , 38,31'/c, 33,79% 38,67% :l~ 17% _7IXl% 
U ·11.7<1«:,. :lIiJifi% 4174«" :\~.14% _O!Y.J% 
Table 5,6: The heuging r<'sllit" for t.h<' '''"'ph()n, th~t. ",,,,, ",rilt,ell ()n 3 SepleTllber '2007 aoo 
with fi",1 ,<'ttiTlg da'. OIl 2\) F.h[lj"''Y 2008. The elj[[;'" in thi" 'able are ' he relativ(' hedging 
error" uefineu in equmion 5,1 Vain"" in TNI , heM' Ih~ lowe,t h<,dgirlg enor ~chj"",d ~Tll()u.:;;t 
the 10m e,dihmti()n proc",lur", (lh" luwe, l errur an"", a roW of tl", t"ble:, 
Swap ",et, (i) hur Five Fom K Fiv<' K , ~ ~fS3 Hj(- -is,!:,ios::- -M,27% - Z02A5~ , -17·)_379:, - J70,1X)<;;: _;8·U7% _IQ:l.479, , _14o_0l% ·1:11.3,';«,. ·12l) 99% ·146_Hll% 
" - 77 . I ~)% .00.:\8% -59.59% -78,IJ'Io 
Thhl<> .<; .1) SwaplioIl> w.r. Writ.' . Ll Oll :1 SepleTllher ~007 LillU haJ fir" ",nill~ d,,'e on 29 FeblU" ry 
~ 008. Th" entr leS in thi' rable repre""nt the un-hed~ed errol'S defined according to ~quat.;'--" .<;,2, 
5 .4 Discllssion of re~ ulb 
Whell culllparin,o; tile heJ~in~ ontput to t lJe control case, (,he perfect. parame,er h<'dging and 
th" unh<'dged hedging ~n'o,,), w<' """m 1.0 find what w(' ~xp<'Cl: 
• h, all mse" the ah"o l",. heJgiLlg .rru< b 'Tll~lle,' "nue" 'he p"H Tll .triC c"libmliull> thaLl 
" llOOr tile ull-hed~ed omput, This i& expected since thi' is the purpo.>e of hedging_ 
• On tho other hand, in me"t c .. "'" the P"rfect paramrt.~T hedging prodl1ccs h<'<:iging ~n-.-.r' 
tlmt. ar~ Tll11ch ch"er lo zero t.lL"Ll 1I", hedgiTl g erru.-, (»),ta;lI ed ""der , h. paraTlletric c,.)i· 
bratioll pwr.edures_ This is 0100 exp"",ed ,ince the 'perfect' para llletero were ""ti"",-,ed in 
hind' ight" 
jt doe, app"ar a.'; if Tllouel lit dumiJJate, !llouelpa",illluLlY ill 'he heJgillg "e> ull, th"t h;l."" b""'1 
proJ"r.ed, Tables SA, ·~,6 alld 5,8 "IIOW tlllit ' he calibra,ion pmcOOUl'es which make use of more 
parameters produce ktter hMging ~rror' fa irly oon'i 't.~ntly, In ract, t he 'Fi'" K' calih"";(),, 
proccdllr<' giv,," the l<m~" ah.ol"'e kdgiTlg error in rrM"t. e .. "", 'TIl<' rem llt., t.herefor~ ~pp"~r 
lu hvo ur lI", Fiv. K and Fu ur K heJ~iLl~ pWCOOUl'.', 
1'h. '",d!;illg "[Jur:; ~"e p""ail'e fairly r,omi,1.eLllly I-""itive, Thi, puinl, lu , h. l-"'"ihili1.y of th. 
implied volat.ili t" heing bigwr thaI th~ l'<'ali""d vola'ility (option writ.~" mak~ mo!l<'Y if t.he 
iTllpli ",1 , oial ili'), i, gr.a,.r lImll the re~li,eJ vulat ility) 'Thi, ,.,.,rr", 10 be cUllfinll",:l whell the 
t.eJgillg that w"" carried am between 1 September 2IX)6 ,U1U 28 F,,),ru~ry c'IXJ7 b cUlliiOOreJ (h-
hI<' .<;.4)_ The error "'Sllllin!; fTOrn ' he Fi,,,, K TlloIlt hly calibrati(", procNIllT~ i. ~2, 24':0, wl""o .. ,
the perfect par"'1>e1.er h"dgillg er.m b J,86%, Figure 5.lpr"oollt, the vuh1.ilily tl",' w& u.>ed 
as inpllts ill[o the Five K and dle [,erfect ['arame,er hedgin~ pwooullle", hr:ure 5 1 show" tllli, 
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FignlY' 5_1: 1'1..-- e,timat.~d volatili,y oyer a "ix mOlLth periud bd.ween I s.,ptemb"r ~IXIti and 
28 Febnl"'Y 2007 that h"" been u""d ,~, 'he input intu hedging pn:>eedllle5 fu, ,waptiono with 
maturity uf holf a year and with on underlving lon/ord "t"l'lin~ owap with Jcngt,h "I "Il<' },,",. 'The 
rod ~raph l~p""''-'nt' 'he implioxi yuh"ili!y r",,,hillg from ll", Five K ""lilM'atiOIL Sill'" ll", l'(,-
"alibm,ioll o""m, 011 a ITlUllthly b,~,i" the ~n"ph h"" a 'seep' appearanc e, 
tl", perfect pa.-ametel volatility, 
'Thi, d .-'mted vol",ility m ay be e"idellce of a "vulatility plBmiulll" u.,ill~ chal'ged ill the marke t. 
Option writero may Iccogni", th~ foil",. of the Black Schr>h tL",umpt,im" of log n" rmality, 
'~nC<' of tramadiun ,,0.>1.., a,,,l ,.axe,; and I .h~ ahility to "ontinu",~,ly l ~.hedge_ The vu!'''ili'y 
prem ium will emel'ge ill 'he form of a ~eneral upwaJ'd mi~J'ation of the bid and offer (and hell"" 
also the mid - on which thi' "tndy i., basoo) mlati li,,,._ 
l\o!<' thal the mmket vul"'ility ("-, givell by 'he Five K calib"ation) does appear to appr(}jj£h 
the 't rue' volatili,y ove.- time in figure 5.1. 
'Th" m,ulb abo hrin~ into 4,,,,,,ion an ""oumption which underl ie, ,hi.> analy,i" 'Jhis as,ump-
tiM i, ", f"ll.--.,,",' 










TI,c cxislc"ee of aH crealie '.,.olal ilil y prcmium' iI",ilidal", I hi, a",ulllplion. Howcver, il m,"o,,_ 
aL le co a"ume lI",t the yohtility premium will in ~ener"l be po,iti"e and thaI hed~ill)j ba_l 
0" implied mialili(i"" will i" ge""ml p",du"e profit, (of COUlEe Ihi< eaIlIj()1 alway. be Ihe ",,"c) 
A, a ""veal., i, mmt be Hol.ed 1.10,,1 Ihc hedgi"g re,"l" di,playc~ hcre h.we to be soon in the 
culllext of 'he Jaw th'" "enerated the r",ul". Tlle lihliho"d thaI Ih,.;e hedgin,o,; .[[Or~ cuuld 
h"w !offn repli,,,,ed in p,,,,,tice is slim. Th" i, beca11se t.he hed~ing res111ts were ~enerated 
on thc ",,,,,"mp'ioH thaI Imward ,l.arliHg SW"p" are liq11id ""d I.mdable <'ll(lllgh "leh 'ho t ~oil}' 
l'e-Lala"d"" of 'he heJ"illl' ponfoli" is J'O",ible. 
Jt. i. nr<,e"ory 10 eOIIlIlle,,1 0" 'he b<~)I..l.mppin g aH~ iHlcrpoialion pr<~,edure that ""," u"""" t.o 
perfol'm the h"d~iHg. To perform (hily hedgi"g il Wa.' n""e,."w·y I" have 1>oo"'mpped Cur ,.." OU( 
CO & maximum.--.f 3.0 year,. III "",tioll4.1.2 it wa., melltiolWd that the HI-Ie cun',", ,houlJ prke 
imtr11ments depen~ent on Ihe Ii"t eight ~u,'\J·ter, in an arbitrage free manne' For m"'"rities 
~re"ler Ihan 2 ye"r" Ihc zew coupon 1~",<I., cxpiriHg al year, :l ",,<I ~ would 1><, a"eural.cly 
pri("{'(L There is Ie" confide"cc iH I.he pl'icing "I 'he zero COUpOH 1>0,,<1., expiri "g ,,( 'he q ual'l." 
in be,weeH year, 2 &nJ 3 &nJ years 3 ,uld 4. However, bince the H:'-.-lC CUt-Ve was Ih""l'etically 
arhin""e froo (non-negotive i",tantane;>l1" forw,,,,! rote,'), the hedging errors pro~l1,ed nn.-!er 
I.h" lorward 'I.arcing swap, with lorward tenor.' of S ",,<I 12 quartc," ",ould ,(ill 1", re'~'I(mably 
"CCUt'"te (si"ce the values of the:z.era ,oupon bond" ill between WH,., 2 and 3 ,uld veal" 3 Hnd 4 













the pricing of barrier 
In the South African equity m~rkel. b'lfl'i~r options "'~ populal PWuu.ClS [[Om th~ per'p""!i",, 
ofin,(ilu.lional ('li~IlL' .<lie), , .. , ",,"", "'I!.nag"" or rem;o" fu)](k Thi" is be<;~us~ t.h~v are con-
siderably cheaper than Y,mill" option" In the telatively illiquid (hut ~towill~) 1Tlmk~1. for SOlJ.lh 
African exotic int~r~st rat~ d~riv"tiveo, barrier swaption" appeal \0 be th~ IlI""t nal.ural Iif,t 
_",01' inl.o lh~ ~xolic imor~'l rale Jeri,'ali",," rmTk~1 
FCI' exampj~, ill r~t.urn for " steady ,tream of premium,. a life insurer has a~leed to provide a 
guarm.t<'<C<1 Ullnuity "!.t,, OJ] " koomm lump sum at ,ome time in Ih~ future, If int~r"st 1 at<'8 fall. 
tlwn llM' owap ",lo also f"lIs and \h~ ill.>llTN;' at ri,k 1.hat tho I!.vaibhl<· ,wap rate ~< oolow Ih" 
,.ate thai it h"" ~u",ameoo \0 it~ policylwluers. Thu" co pw1.<oC! a~aim' this fall in int~ro,t 
rat~;; t he inoUl'~r m~ .. buy the opli.--.n t.--. ent~r into a r",,~ive fixed s'"'''-p. So if the ,wap rate falls 
below 'he ~n~rm.t('('u "nlluity ml.e, tho in,m~r """ ~nl.<'r in(o" .,Wll.p in ",hieh it "ill r('eoiVll' the 
gu"'~nteed annuity rat~ and it p~y;; the H .. ~tin~ rate on the Jump sum. If the swap ra~ d"", 
"h"v(' elM' annuity rat(', then I.he opl.i"n blls aw~y and (10o inmrN ('10\('" into 1.10(· re,,{'iVll_fix~d 
swap <IS it is traded on the rHru:ket . 
H",,,.~ver, t.he in,mer may f('('1 that 110(' forw"nl 'W~P m\(' will not l'~'" or fall ~bove or 1",,10'1' 
"('rlain lov~b owr til(' Com"" of tho oplion. 11 1.100 irum('r ('('I, that t.h., ntilily g~ined bl' , ,, .. ing 
in Ihe ,waption plerHiurH b ~realer than the mility 10,1 [tom having pWloel.ion for "II forw~rd 
ow~p ",te Jewl;; over th~ duration of th~ opti.--.n then a b<>rriff ,"'aptian b ;;uitable. 
The first .--.bje<:tive of thi' chapter i, to deriw a dosed lotm formula fat a barrier ,,,,aplion 
by milking u,,· of two I.('dmiqn,,",' the ch~nge of numemire te<:hnique u&€d t.--. d~riw ck>800 
lonH ,,,,aption prices and Ihe technique of u'in,o; the ,/uppd &:;Set pr""e", to detiw d""'ed form 
,ol nlio", for h"rri<'r oplion.. Tho . .:'(xllld ohjod i,e i. to pr,,",ont the m~in idea., behind ~!onte 
C",Jo pricing ill the LlBOH Market Mwel fr".me",.otk. The third ohj""i,,, is to .,how that ,I", 
closed form (Swap M~rket Mo<l~1 r",n",,,nl'k) formuln for <> b."lfrier ,wapti.--.n prk~ i, a reosonal¥ 










6.1 Priciug of barrier ~waptious ill thp S\vap _'Vlarke t :\Iodcl 
frampwork IlSillg analytical formulae 
The form\ll"" for horrier option' in t.he e~uity ""tling i, well known, 'lhi, oeel i(m will dr'riy" a 
fUl'mula for &arY'''''' ,wap/wr!>-, The derivatioll of an alla]yli('al formllia for rh<- hOTrier swaption 
j, ,~I in Ih. Swap Market. Mo.kl fr<Lll le"wk The "ppro""h to the &",.,.i,,- featur~ ill Ihe harrier 
swaptiOti 'hall follow the (equity optioll) approa('h laid oui. in O"""h"nd [2{M16] and Bjork 1%18] 
'l\lit~ do_",ly_ 
G.1.1 up and o nt con t r acts 
P ropu,itiull 6.1.1 The prir'" ~.r {1n 1Ip und Old IIorri,,' _'lI'opti.,m with a u"it ,wtw"a! amo"",,/ 
" 
T _ inf {~E (t,T]: S;' ,J(~ )::: L} 
a",{ S:',/T) ,,- lhe 1IL(>:I;mWrII wiue n:c.che4 &y S",,_,(,j 0-'''' In. p",.irx! (I.T] and wher, 
P roo f 
C nUH !he equivalent moTtingal~ meo''''e QQ t 1,S ,e"l()('iaLed wilh the nume"'''r" G,,~], itt j, the 
1l<;C" uf a banier ,wopti"n i_' 
G,._, ,."(,)L"l,, _ L," [(i" --'-', :T:! so,or T: R) ~ J IFI _ o"",,,rJ: (S:jT)d_}' 
= a ~+ J .,U )E"""_' [( S~ .. J(T) - RI ~ I { ,",;" :TI <L} [.1',]-
If -'c A = {w _S~.J(T, .. ,) < L} then 
Oil the other han(l. if w C B c {~. , S:.,J(T. "') 2: I.} 
S,:,,(T, .. ·) = L 
-=} (S,, / )(T,_') -R)-l(S~_,(T)<L } = (."-:s(T,,"-,) -R)- l(,s: ,(T,~]<L J =11_ 
SiILce A LJ lJ = II-











Thus, to calculate an analytical formula for the above barrier swaption, it is necessary to deter-
mine the distribution of S~,{3(T). 
6.1.2 Up and in contracts 
The value of an up and in barrier swaption follows from a simple put call parity relationship 
and is 
UIBS(t) = PSO(t) - UOBS(t) 
where PSO(t) is the value of the vanilla swaption. 
6.1.3 Down and out contracts 
Proposition 6.1.2 The price of a down and out barrier swaption is 
where 
T = inf {s E (t, T] : sl,{3(s) ::; H} 
and Sl,{3(T) is the minimum value reached by SO',(3(s) over the period (t, T] and where 
Proof 
Under the equivalent martingale measure QO'+1,{3 associated with the numeraire GO'+1,{3(t), the 
price of a barrier swaption is 
G (t)IE!Q,,+l'(; r Gn +1 ,/3(T)(Sa,/3(T)-R) + I IF.] 
O'+l,{3 l Gu +1 ,/3(T) {S;"a(T»H} t 
= GO'+1,.s(t)IE!Qa+l,/3 [(SO',{3(T) - R)+ I{ S~,il(T»H} 1Ft] . 
Ifw E A = {w: Sl,{3(T,w) > H} then 
S~,{3(T, w) 
=} (Sa,{3(T,w) - R)+ I{S~,/3(T,w»H} 
SO',{3(T, w) 
(S~,{3(T,w) - Rt I{s~.a(T,w»H}· 
On the other hand, if wEB = {w : sl,{3 (T, w) ::; H} 
S~,{3(T, w) = H 











Since Au B = n, 
Thus, to calculate an analytical formula for the above barrier swaption, it is necessary to deter-
mine the distribution of S~,f3(T). 
6.1.4 Down and in contracts 
The value of a down and in barrier swaption follows from a simple put call parity relationship 
and is 
DIBS(t) = PSO(t) - DOBS(t) 
where PSO(t) is the value of the vanilla swaption. 
6.1.5 The density of stopped arithmetic Brownian motion 
An arithmetic, Xt, Brownian motion is 
X t = a + p.,t + a Wt 
where, a is the starting point, p., is the drift rate, a is the variance rate and W t is a standard 
lP-Brownian motion. 
Definition 6.1.3 Tf3 is a hitting time and is defined as 
Tf3 = inf {t : X t 2: !3} . 
The stopped arithmetic Brownian motion associated with this hitting time is 
X 7(3 _ { X t t - X 
7(3 
where X: is the running maximum of Xt. 
if X: <!3 
if X: 2:!3 
The following results are found in Ouwehand [2006] and Bjork [1998]. These results lead up to 
the derivation of the density of X,f. 
Proposition 6.1.4 The joint distribution, Ft(x, y), of(Wt, Wt) where W t is standard Brownian 
motion and W: is its running maximum is 











Proposition 6.1.5 Let (Xdt2:o be, under the measure lP, an arithmetic Brownian motion with 
drift rate f-l and variance rate CT, starting at a. Then the joint distribution of X t and its running 
maximum Xr is given by 
(
X - a - f-lt) 21'(Yio) (X + a - 2y - f-lt) 
lP(Xt ~ X, X; ~ y) = 1> Vt - e ,,1> Vt . 
CT t CT t 
Corollary 6.1.6 The distribution function of the running maximum of an arithmetic Brownian 
motion X t with drift rate f-l, variance rate CT, starting at a is 
* (X - a - f-lt) 2 1'(xj-o) (-X + a - f-lt) lP(Xt ~x)=1> Vt +e" 1> Vt . 
CT t CT t 
Proposition 6.1.7 The density, ft(x;a,(3), of X? is 
where cp(x; f-l, CT 2 ) is the Gaussian density with mean f-l and variance of CT 2 evaluated at x. 
6.1.6 The closed form formula for the up and out barrier swaption 
To determine an analytical formula for the up and out barrier swaption, it is necessary to 
determine the distribution of 5~,(3(T) under the measure Qo+l,(3 given that it is known that 
and 
A key simplifying assumption that will be made is that the instantaneous volatility function, 
)..a,(3(t), of the swap rate, 5a,(3(t), is constant (ie )..a,(3(u) = ).. for allu E (t, TaJ) so that 
Without loss of generality, take t = 0 and consider 
where 


























In( So:,{3(O)) - "2A T 
1 
-In(So:,{3(O)) + 2In(L) - "2A2T 
L2 1 
In(So:,{3(O)) - "2A2T 
AVT 
1 1 (x-!/ 
<p(x;/-1,eJ) = V27reJ2e-'i " 
the formula for the up and out call can be written as 
UOBS(t) Go:+ 1,{3(O)lElQn+1,/3 [(S~,{3(T) - R( I{S:,/3(T)<L} 1Ft ] 
j ln(L) Go:+ 1,{3(O) _(Xl (eX - R)+ J(x)I{x<ln(L)}dx 
l,
ln(L) 




Go:+1 ,{3(O) eX J(x)dx - Go:+1,{3(O)R J(x)dx 
In(R) In(R) 
l,
ln(L) S (3(O) l,ln(L) 
= Go:+ 1,{3(O) eX<p(x; MI, s)dx - Go:+ 1,{3(O) O:'L eX<p(x; M2, s)dx 
~(R) ~(R) 
l,
ln(L) So: 6(O)R l,ln(L) 
- Go:+ 1,{3(O)R <p(x; MI, s)dx + Go:+ 1,{3(O) , L <p(x; M2, s)dx. 
In(R) In(R) 
Note that 














Ga +1,p(0)L <I>(d r -) - <I>(d L7 -) (
5 RS) 
Ga +1,p(0)R (<I>(d~+) - <I>(d~+)) 
+ Ga +1,p(0) SL
R 
( <I>(dt +) - <I>(dN+)) 
where 
In (:E.) ± )..2T 
d~± = __ ~Y~~ __ 2_ 
AVT 
Notice that as L ----+ 00 
which is the value of a swaption. 
The delta for the up and out contract can be calculated as 
[) UOBS(t) 
G a + 1 ,{3(t) 
Swap".{3(t) 
Gn +1.{3(t) 
<I>(d~-) - <I>(d~-) 
¢(d~-) L ¢(dt-) 
A..;r;, S A ..;r;, 
R 5+ R RS+ 
+ L <I>(dr ) - L <I>(d L7 ) 
+ R (d~+) R (dt +) 
SA..;r;,¢ + LA..;r;,¢ . 
The formula for the price of the up and out barrier swaption is based on the assumption that 
the forward swap rate follows a lognormal distribution. It will therefore not be the same as the 
price obtained from the LIBOR Market Model. Section 6.2 will introduce the method by which 
LIBOR Market Model prices are calculated. 
6.2 Monte Carlo pricing of barrier swaptions In the LIBOR 
Market Model framework 
l\Ionte Carlo simulation is a relatively simple (yet computationally intense) way to approximate 
expectations (and therefore calculate derivative prices), This section will outline the main 
considerations in using Monte Carlo simulation in conjunction with the LIBOR Market Model 
in order to calculate interest rate derivative prices. Glasserman [2003] provides an in depth 











6.2.1 Basic principles of Monte Carlo simulation 
As was shown earlier, the value of the up and out swaption can be expressed as 
UOBS(t) = Ga+1,,6(t).E!Qn+l.IJ [(Sa,,6(T) - R)+ I {S~,IJ(T)<L} 1Ft] 
Ga+l,p(t)lEQO+l,P [ (O~I w,(t)L(t, 1;-1) -, R) + I{":.,,.(T)<L} IF,] 
Ga+1,,6(t).E!Q,,+1,1J [XdFd ' 
By the central limit theorem, it is known that 
Xn - fJ, ~ N(O, 1) 
IJ/fo 
where ~ denotes convergence in distribution and Xn = L7=1 X;/n where Xi is a realisation 
(independent of X j , j =1= i) of the random variable X. If 
Sn = 
(which is a consistent estimator of IJ) then 
which implies that for every estimate of X, a (random) confidence interval (an interval which 
should contain the true parameter a certain percentage of times over a number of times in which 
the confidence interval is recalculated) can be calculated. Thus, for large n, fJ, ~ X and 
is an a percentage confidence interval for X where "fa = <})-l(a). The interest rate derivative can 
therefore be valued using Monte Carlo simulation which involves generating many realisations 
(with increasing accuracy as the number of realisations increases) of the payoff/numeraire ratio 
and then calculating an average. 
6.2.2 Simulation and discretization of the forward LIBOR rates and swap 
rates in the LIBOR Market Model 
When using the LIBOR Market Model to value a path dependent interest rate derivative which 











Suppose that g(i) + 1 steps are simulated between time Ti - 1 and Ti . Thus simulation takes place 
at Ti- 1 = to, ti, ... , t~(i)' t~(i)+l = Ti (i = 0, ... , a). 
Under the spot measure presented in section 3.5 (Jamshidian's approach), the forward rates 
follow the dynamic, 
. i (( i A(t~'Tk)'A(t~,Tk)) i i) 
L(t~+1,Tk) L(tp, Tk)exp p,(tp,Tk)- 2 (tp+1-tp) (6.1) 
x exp (!(t~+l - t~)A(t~, Tk) . ZIQS) (6.2) 
where 
and where ZIQTi is a standard normal d-dimensional vector. More refined discretization schemes 
are possible and are described in Hunter et al. [2001] (the Predictor Corrector method) and 
Glasserman and Zhao [2000]. 
In order to calculate the payoff of a barrier swaption, it is necessary to simulate the swap rate. 
The swap rate at any time t E (T-1, Ta) is 
(3 
Sa,{3(t) = L wi(t)L(t, Ti-d 
i=a+1 t Di~(t, Ti)L(t, Ti-d 
i=a+1 ~j=a+1 DjP(t, Tj ) 
which implies that the zero coupon bond values are required to determine the swap rate. The 
zero coupon bond values can be calculated from the vector of forward rates at dates that are in 
T. Calculating the values of the zero coupon bonds in between tenor dates requires approxima-
tion. 
We will not attempt to calculate the zero coupon bond values at dates that are in T. Instead 
we note that most of the variability in the swap rate is due to the variability of the L( t, Ti-d 's 
rather than variability of the Wi(t)'sl. Thus, to ensure continuity in the simulated forward 
starting swap rate, we propose that the Wi(t)'S have the following form at t E (Tp- 1, Tp): 
(6.3) 
Thus, simulate the vector of LIBOR forward rates using the procedure outlined in 6.1. Then 
use equation 6.3 to calculate the corresponding simulation of the forward starting swap rate. 
lBrigo and Mercurio [2006] mentions this in the treatment of Rebonato's formula (proposition 4.2.1) for the 











6.3 Comparison of the LIBOR Market Model pnce and Swap 
Market Model prices for barrier swaptions 
This section will price an up and out barrier option with the following parameters: 
• Strike rate = 8%. 
• Time to maturity is one year. 
• The underlying is the 1 into 3 year forward starting swap rate (i.e. the 3 year swap starting 
in one year's time). 
• The 'out' barrier will vary. 
The forward rates used as pricing inputs appear in table B.3 and the instantaneous volatility 
structure used in the simulation appears in table B.2. The exogenous correlation matrix entries 
are taken to be Pi,j = exp( -O.lITi - Tjl) (where Ti and Tj are quarterly dates). The Monte 
Carlo price (the LIBOR Market Model price) was calculated using a two factor model where 
the correlation decomposition was accomplished using Rebonato's angle parameter is at ion (see 
section 4.4.4) in order to make simulation efficient. 
Figure 6.1 shows the prices for a range of barrier levels of an up and out payer swaption. Each 
l\lonte Carlo price was produced by 1000 Monte Carlo simulations and each simulation consisted 
of 24 simulated points (equally spaced over one year). For each price the green band denotes 
the associated 95 percent confidence interval. 
There are a number of areas which may lead to discrepancies arising between the Monte Carlo 
and the closed form prices where these discrepancies are due to bias rather than to error2. These 
can be summarised as: 
• Imperfect, non-arbitrage free discretization of the LIBOR forward rate stochastic differ-
ential equation when doing the Monte Carlo path simulation. 
• Discretization of continuous dynamics implies that some instances in which the barriers 
may have been crossed (had the continuous case been considered) are not observed in the 
case of a discrete simulation of the forward rate. This puts an upward bias on the Monte 
Carlo Price compared to the closed form price. 
• The closed form price assumes that the forward swap rate is lognormal whereas the Monte 
Carlo method assumes that each individual forward rate is lognormal (a mutually incom-
patible situation). 
• The error introduced by Rebonato's volatility approximation (proposition 4.2.1) is com-
pounded by the fact that the forward swap rate volatility is assumed to be constant whereas 
the forward rate volatilities are not. 
2If there is no bias there will still be error due to random variation of the l\Ionte Carlo price. Bias is a 
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This dissertation has given an overview of the application of the LIBOR Market Model in the 
South African setting. 
It was noted that a number of approximations and assumptions have to be made in order to ap-
ply the LIBOR Market Model. Notably, the assumption had to be made that the South African 
swap day schedule applies to South African Forward Rate Agreements in order to represent a 
cap as the sum of caplets and to represent a swap rate as a weighted sum of forward rates (two 
approximations that are critical in the successful application of the LIBOR :l\larket Model in 
the South African setting). 
It was stated that the LIBOR Market Model can be calibrated through either optimisation or 
through Cascade Calibration. Cascade Calibration was deemed unsuitable in the South African 
setting as is was concluded that the South African swaption volatility matrix is too sparsely 
populated in order to have confidence that the algorithm would run to completion. The para-
metric methods which rely on calibration through optimisation were deemed the most suitable. 
In order to examine the suitability of each of the parametric calibration methods in greater 
depth, a number of interest rate options were hedged under each of the four examined methods. 
It was suggested that better calibration methods would result in lower hedging errors. The re-
sults leaned in favour of the parameter rich calibration approaches rather than the parsimonious 
approaches. 
The last chapter looked at an application of the LIBOR Market :l\lodel. It was pointed out 
that to apply the LIBOR Market Model, it is necessary to perform Monte Carlo simulations. 
A Swap Market Model approximation to a LIBOR Market Model up and out payer swaption 
price was derived and it was concluded that the Swap Market Model Price offered a fairly good 
approximation. 
There have been a number of factors that have stalled the implementation of the LIBOR Market 
Model in South Africa. The two main factors have been the lack of a liquid market for caps 
and swaptions and the lack of tradeable forward starting swaps. The first factor implies that 
calibration of the LIBOR Market Model is difficult whereas the second factor implies that there 











has shown that, given the hedging instruments, it becomes possible to effectively (to varying 
degrees) hedge optionality on swaps and forward rates. With the development of the interest 
rate market (and the corresponding increase in liquidity of instruments that can be used to 
construct hedges) the applicability of the LIB OR Market Model to the South African interest 
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No arbitrage pricing 
This section aims to highlight the most important points in no arbitrage pricing. Ivlore detailed 
approaches can be found in Bingham and Kiesel [2004J and Hunt and Kennedy [2005J amongst 
others. 
A.I The General Theory 
Definition A.1.1 The Value of a portfolio is V(t) where 
m 
V(t) = LPi(t)'Pi(t). 
i=O 
pi (t) is the value of a general asset in the market and 'Pi (t) is the quantity held at time t. 
Definition A .1.2 The trading strategy ('Pi( t) )i=O, .. ,m is said to be self financing if 
V(t) = V(O) + ~ l 'Pi(u)dpi(u). 
Remark A.1.3 Saying that the trading strategy is self financing is equivalent to saying that all 
changes in the value of the portfolio are due to changes in the value of the hedging assets and 
not because of cash injections into or cash extractions from the portfolio. 
Definition A.1.4 A contingent claim is said to be attainable if there exists a self financing 
trading strategy such that the value of the self financing portfolio is equal to the value of the 
claim at expiry. 
Definition A.1.5 A numeraire N(t) is a strictly positive price process (of a tradeable asset) 
over the interval t E [0, TJ. 












Consider the infinitesimal change in the portfolio V(t) under the numeraire N2(t) and suppose 
that 




Corollary A.L 7 If a contingent claim is attainable in one numeraire then it is also attainable 
in any other numeraire and the replicating strategy remains the same. 
Proof 
The corollary follows immediately from the previous proposition. 
Definition A.L8 The portfolio V(t) is an arbitrage portfolio and the corresponding trading 
strategy (<pi (t) )i=O, .,m is said to be an arbitrage strategy if: 
1. V(O) = O. 
2. lP (V(T) 20) = 1. 
3. lP (V(T) > 0) > O. 
Definition A.L9 The measure Q is said to be an Equivalent Martingale Measure (EMM) if: 
1. Q is equivalent to lP. 
2. The asset/numeraire ratios (Pi(t)/N(t)) are lP-local martingales. 
Theorem A.LID The market model does not admit arbitrage if and only if there is an Equiv-











Remark A.I.11 This is a fundamental theorem of asset pricing. Proving that the existence 
of equivalent martingale measures imply no arbitrage in the model is straight forward. How-
ever, proving the converse requires the No Free Lunch With Vanishing Risk (NFLVR) condition. 
Bingham and Kiesel !2004} (p 234) notes a number of complications and details. 
Definition A.I.12 The market model is said to be complete if every contingent claim is attain-
able through a unique self financing trading strategy. 
Theorem A.1.13 A market is said to be arbitrage free and complete if and only if there exists 
a unique equivalent martingale measure. 
Theorem A.I.14 In an arbitrage free and complete market the umque (time t) price of a 
contingent claim, X, at time T is 
where N (t) is a numeraire with associated equivalent martingale measure <QN. 
Proof 
The market is complete so it is possible to set up a portfolio, V(t), driven by a self financing 
trading strategy, CPi(t), that will replicate the contingent claim X(T) at time T. If we work 
under the numeraire N (t) with associated equivalent martingale measure <QN, then 
X(T) V(T) V(t) m (T Pi(u) 
N(T) = N(T) = N(t) + ~ it cpi(u)d N(u) 
which is guaranteed by the completeness of the market. Now take expectations, under the 
equivalent martingale measure, on both sides and (skirting over some technicalities) 
CQN [V(t) m (T. Pi(u) ] 
lE N(t) + ~it cp,(u)d N(u) 1Ft 
V(t) m (T CQN [pi(U) ] 
N(t) + ~ it cpi(u)dlE N(u) 1Ft 
V(t) m (T Pi(t) 
N(t) + ~ it cpi(u)d N(t) 
V(t) 
N(t) + 0 
V(t) 
N(t) . 
Since V(t) replicates the portfolio value at time T, it must be that V(t) = X(t) otherwise there 
would be arbitrage. Therefore 
_ CQN [X(T) ] 











A.2 The Black Scholes model 
The Black Scholes model is essentially the geometric Brownian motion model for asset prices. 
When risk neutral valuation is applied to this model, then closed form solutions are obtained 
for option prices. Thus, assume that there are m + 1 assets and that they live in the probability 











The aim of the rest of this section is to show that theorem A.1.14 can be used to price a 
derivative given this model of a market. Thus, it will be shown that these market dynamics 
imply an arbitrage free and complete market. Consider the asset dynamics with respect to the 
bank account as numeraire such that 
where Tu is the instantaneous short rate. By Theorem A.1.lO, we know that the market model 
is arbitrage free if we can find a measure under which the asset ratios are martingales. An 
application of Ito's Lemma yields 
( 





which is the dynamics of the asset ratios under lP. The first of two crucial theorems is now 
stated. 
Theorem A.2.1 (Girsanov's theorem) Let W t be a d-dimensionallP-Brownian Motion and 
yt(w) be an m + I-dimensional stochastic process with respect to the probability space (0, A, lP) 
(w EO) with associated filtration F t and 
dyt(w) = /-1(t, w)dt + O"(t, w)dWt 
where /-1 is an m + I-dimensional vector and 0" is an (m + 1) x d dimensional matrix. Suppose 
that there exists a d- dimensional vector process l' (t, w) such that 
0"1' = e - /-1. 












1. Q is equivalent to lP. 
~ _ c (rT . dWIP ) _ j,T ,dWr _~ j,T 1III1 2 dt 2. dP - G Jo I t - e 0 0 . 
3. WtQ = wF - J~ ludu . 
WtQ is a Q-Brownian motion and the dynamics of yt under Q is 
dyt(w) = B(t,w)dt + CT(t,w)dWtQ. 
Now, if we can find a value for the vector"t, such that At/t = -(f!. - r.) then we can define a 
new measure Q such that 
dQ 
dlP 
1 rT 12 
and Girsanov's Theorem will ensure (subject to the technical condition that lEQ[e2 Jo lilt I dt] < 
(Xl) that 
dWtQ dwF -,tdt 
and 
Q IS equivalent to lP 
which results in 
dP = D[P][r.dt + ~dW~] 
and which therefore implies that pricing under the Q expectation leads to arbitrage free prices 
since the asset ratios are then martingales under Q. Thus Girsanov's theorem has allowed us to 
show that the model is arbitrage free. We now show that the model is also complete and to do 
so the second of the two crucial theorems is stated. 
Theorem A.2.2 (Martingale Representation Theorem) Suppose that M t is an (Ft)t-
martingale, where (Ft)t is an augmented Filtration generated by a d-dimensional Brownian mo-
tion (Wdt. If E(MT)2 < (Xl for some T > 0, then there is a unique d-dimensional predictable 
process ¢ such that 
Thus, by the principle of risk neutral valuation, it is known that an arbitrage free price for a 
derivative with payoff XT at time T is 











The martingale representation theorem is used to show that this price is arbitrage free and also 
unique. By the tower property of conditional expectation Mt = ]EIQ [~~~? I Ft] is a martingale 
under Q. Since P!j is also a martingale under Q, by the theorem A.2.2, we have that 
MT = Mo + loT ¢u . dW~ 
Mo + faT Hu· dP!j 
where the m + 1 dimensional process, H u , is 
and where ~ -1 ~ is a d x d identity matrix and D[pBJ-1 D[pBJ is the (m + 1) x (m + 1) identity 
matrix. Thus, by setting up a portfolio with value Mo at time 0 and then following the self 
financing trading strategy Hu the above equation shows that any contingent claim can be repli-
cated. Thus, the Martingale representation theorem has shown that the market is complete and 
Girsanov's theorem has shown that the market is arbitrage free. Thus, Theorem A.1.14 can be 














L(O, To) 9.2080% 
L(O, Td 9.2900% 
L(O, T2) 9.2267% 
L(O, T3 ) 9.1433% 
L(O, T4) 9.0093% 
L(O, Ts) 8.8610% 
L(O, T6) 8.7143% 
L(O, T7 ) 8.5774% 
L(O, Ts) 8.4339% 
L(O, Tg) 8.2967% 
L(O, T IO ) 8.2022% 
L(O, Tn) 8.1475% 
L(O,Td 8.0828% 
L(O, T13 ) 8.0031% 
L(O, T14 ) 7.9661% 
L(O, TIS) 7.9601% 
L(O, T16) 7.9537% 
L(O, T17 ) 7.9357% 
L(O, TIS) 7.9111% 
L(O, T19) 7.8796% 
L(O, T20) 7.8479% 
L(O, T2d 7.8178% 
L(O, T22) 7.7945% 
L(O, T23 ) 7.7696% 
Table B.l: Forward rates on 2 May 2007. Note that Ti = modfol(2 May 2007,3 x i) and that 
the forward rates are determined as one period swaps (i.e. we make assumption 2.1.5 so that we 
apply the swap day schedule to FRAs). The forward rates were calculated from the HMC curve 













(O,ToJ (To, TIJ (TI' T2J (T2, T3J (T3, T4J 
L(O, To) 7.447206% 
L(O,Td 8.140776% 8.791148% 
L(O, T2) 8.821318% 10.312528% 8.515465% 
L(O, T3) 9.527795% 11.800108% 12.298509% 10.048137% 
L(O, T4) 10.256624% 13.321437% 11.465785% 12.402412% 7.333105% 
L(O, Ts) 11.010684% 10.415745% 16.781752% 12.555140% 14.845424% 
L(O,n) 11.783844% 10.125770% 13.492516% 18.983138% 10.554683% 
L(O, T7) 12.570387% 9.785432% 13.778097% 15.361135% 17.892862% 
L(O, Ts) 11.374552% 11.374552% 14.082291% 15.713357% 14.079068% 
L(O, Tg) 12.645418% 12.645418% 12.645418% 16.101826% 14.272237% 
L(O, TlO) 13.911649% 13.911649% 13.911649% 13.911649% 14.539116% 
L(O,Tll ) 14.294580% 14.294580% 14.294580% 14.294580% 14.294580% 
L(O, T12 ) 14.692831% 14.692831% 14.692831% 14.692831% 14.692831% 
L(O, T13 ) 15.086957% 15.086957% 15.086957% 15.086957% 15.086957% 
L(O, TI4 ) 15.490356% 15.490356% 15.490356% 15.490356% 15.490356% 
Table B.2: The instantaneous volatility structure used in producing figure 6.l. 
Rate Value 
L(O, To) 9.208000% 
L(O, Td 9.301720% 
L(O, T2) 9.227419% 
L(O, T3) 9.164880% 
L(O, T4) 9.028159% 
L(O, Ts) 8.887833% 
L(O, T6) 8.734237% 
L(O, T7) 8.601180% 
L(O, Ts) 8.501896% 
L(O, Tg) 8.397450% 
L(O, TlO) 8.295789% 
L(O, Tll ) 8.196799% 
L(O, T12) 8.169889% 
L(O, T13) 8.083645% 
L(O, T14 ) 7.999271% 
L(O, TIS) 7.916705% 
L(O, T16 ) 8.004790% 
L(O, T17) 7.938621% 
L(O, TIS) 7.873243% 
L(O, T19 ) 7.808655% 
L(O, T20 ) 7.889152% 
L(O, T2d 7.834101% 
L(O, T22 ) 7.779278% 
L(O, T23 ) 7.724709% 
Table B.3: The forward rates used in producing figure 6.1. 
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